For a sense of it, say---I tried to be careful, but the form would
not have it. My care was the form I had given to it. How to
care, that one does care? Care, it seems, comes from several
words, among them the Anglo-Saxon caru, cearu (anxiety) and
the Old Saxon kara (sorrow). Is it moving with care through
care, that it comes to? I care, certainly.
I think---in that denseness of anxieties, and sorrows,
like a nightmare world, of forms which are all exact and there,
yet not the forms? What are the forms, one says. It is not
possible that one should not arrive at them. Somehow not to
be accidental, not even enough or too much ‘accidental.’ No
one understands, but some know. It is a very articulation which
can, at last, “. . .take care/by the throat & throttle it. . .” with
such care.

Flyleaf:
Robert Creeley, “Philip Guston: A Note,” in The Collected Essays of Robert Creeley
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989), 383.

Image:
“. . .the pelican in her piety. . .”
St. Epiphanius (attributed), Sancti Patris Nostri Epiphanii,
Episcopi Constantiae Cypri, ad Physiologum. Eiusdem in die festo Palmarum sermo
(Rome: Luigi Zannetti and Giacomo Ruffinelli, 1587)
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Editor’s Note

P

elican appears in English usage first as a term for an
unidentifiable bird—any unidentifiable bird, but especially
the sort found in wild places. One imagines standing at the edge
of such a place, pointing to birds circling in the hot distance:
“Pelicans.” Standing with the known at her back, her feet on
the border, and her face to the unknown, while groping vaguely
toward shapes rising and falling on far-off thermals, one becomes
the word she uses for what she sees. Pelicans as we now know
them (genus pelecanus) then unknown in Great Britain, “pelican”
was simply the sound in English of the Hellenic-Latinate root—
the word without target in translation thus identical to the
gesture of an arm pointing.
And even as the pelican is
taken up in the symbolism of heraldry and the Catholic church,
something of that first ambiguity remains, albeit in a different
form. In the heraldic imaginary, it’s the pelican among all other
birds that loves her brood the most, but this love is split between
anger and excess: In some accounts, it’s when the brood grows,
and becomes impatient, insistent, adolescent, and begins to
peck the mother in the face that she in her anger strikes back
and kills them. In other accounts, the mother pelican smothers
her young with too many kisses. But in both versions (such is
love) the mother bird then tears open the flesh of her breast,
“vulning” herself and restoring her brood by bathing them in
her own blood. This is “the pelican in her piety.”
The image likely has its
origins in the sight of the bird feeding her young out of the
pouch in her throat, as well as the fact that some species gain
a bright red chest coloring in some seasons, and clearly has
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Christological overtones. But this isn’t the point of interest
here; rather, to think about a love that is split across its rages
and its excesses, fatal in either, thus demonstrating the effective
identity of each with the other—and the pelican, of course, in
her piety, vulning herself that her brood might live again.
•
There was the man who, while his city burned around him,
carried out his father on his shoulders, and that was “piety.”
And here, the mother with the tear in her breast, suckling her
young on hot blood. That, too, is “piety.” To forget what we
might have known of the word and think through this doublefigure—bearing up, showering down; child to father, mother to
child—is to discover the impossibility of the act of, in, piety. It
is enough to scare us away from the adjective—that “piety” is
an uninhabitable, literally hostile space: the walls in flames as
one ducks beneath the gate; a blood-thirsty nest created, then
catered to, in love.
The impossibility is in the
shape of it. He doesn’t tarry on his exit from the burning circle;
or, she stands at its edge, weakening from her chest because
of an obligation, beating in her chest. Soldiers track circles
as they patrol city walls; pelicans gather height, momentum,
food, riding circles to perspective. And this is to say that in
their shapes, both polis and oikos are antithetical to piety, but
that only polis and oikos make piety possible: an enabling, also
unsustainable (even lethal) negativity. It is the broken circle—in
the breaking of the circle itself—where piety happens. Moving
out of it, or bleeding across it, but not to travel on it until the
moment for piety has passed.
And here is the rhyme of
“piety” with “gift.” If it is successful, it uses itself up, and perhaps
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never was. To heave a breath and set one’s father down—piety
is gone. This is why the pelican is particularly instructive: as
restoration, her non-act is to confirm the identity of what is
with what was, over an interval of what was only ignorant death.
Even she must not know the gift she gives: animal, instinctual,
reflexive, it is simply what one does, and having done it, what
remains? Like the non-act of piety (gifts of blood and burden),
the gift passes through the circle, to disappear when done, and
becomes something else—soldier? bird of prey?—when the
circle is restored. These remain to be approached, piety and
gift, in moments of rupture it would be both hazardous and
foolish to hope to hold.
•
Vuln; vulnerable. Able to tear; able to be torn. A friend
writes, among other things, about other things, “. . . but I feel
vulnerable. . . ” Which is to say: I feel I may wound; and I feel I
may be wounded; and I feel I may wound myself. . . This chord of
meaning makes clear the fragile gift of friendship, and gift as
threat. So where, what, is care, when the only answer must be
not “You are safe,” nor, “You are reassured”—Why? These give,
but to their speaker, and a sense of self-assuredness. Not to
their auditor, on whom they confirm all facts of wound.
•
The risk and the folly would not be in the mistake of the noetic
for the aesthetic—groping with the mind is in this case the same
sort of action as groping with the arm or eye (again, it’s the
birds in the distance that are pelicans). But this does bring us to
the problem of this collection. In asking for work in response
to, or reading it as, a form of care, we arrive at the inevitable
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divide between artistic production and responsible action. Or,
if they refuse object-status, even duration, how can the artwork
ever be either piety or gift?
To look to the artwork for
care, or gift or piety or, most simply, love, is to project a structure
and an effect beyond the horizon of the artwork itself. It is to
imagine an impossibly ongoing transgression of the circle—polis,
oikos, both and at once—in order that those shapes remain, are
preserved, to be tested. Social agency or amative connection
only appear in the negative space cast by the jointed figure of
work and life, and while this projects the artwork into space, it
suggests a fugitive frame and directs us by saying “Not here, not
what you hold in your hands.” The artwork, then, becomes the
very space of transgression itself: impossibly both and at once
out of and into; impossibly both and at once leaving dead ashes
behind us, bleeding life at our feet.
This self-canceling void out
of and into which the artwork impossibly proceeds (which is
never available in the artwork itself) suggests that the act of
art-making be read as the inverse, and not the expression, of
the original urge. And finally, like the pelican in her piety—she
a sign of a remorse both and at once for rage and for love—
the artwork is a temporary arrival at an untenable location
demanding too much, the pure negation by way of itself, of the
very body standing there.
•
We know the story where one loves not wisely but too well: In
love, rage sees itself as excess, excess completes itself in a shape
identical to rage. In the distance, birds have come to circle.
It is ours to hope they are only pelicans, and this is perhaps
what it is to read for care: to stand in that untenable space
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and reach with a word toward what can’t be named. But I feel
vulnerable must be the response when love is a mirror between
rage and its vision of itself as excess; when the gift of friendship
is threat and must, it seems, be refused to protect what would
be given. Not “You are safe,” but “Yes, here is risk.” It is only to
stand together in the space of negation that care becomes the
unspoken connection it is. There risk, gift, piety, love?
—AR, ed.
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Gnoetry0.2
to

and the Continuing Effort
Make Poetry Mean

“The question is,” said Alice, “whether you can make words mean so
many different things.”
“The question is,” said Humpty Dumpty, “which is to be master—that’s
all. . . When I make a word do a lot of work. . . I always pay it extra.”
Lewis Carroll
The program found in the head of an average poet, after all, was written
by the poet’s civilization.
Stanisław Lem

W

e have all heard many philosophic, theologic, psychologic, sociologic, ideologic, semiotic, &c. claims about
the meaningfulness or meaninglessness of literature. Authors
have been declared dead, then living again, then dead again; language, too, has been fed and re-fed into old and new systems of
thinking in order to defibrillate it back to being meaning. This
recurrent sense of recovery, I think, is a decent characterization
of most modes of trying to get at meaning, be it the recovery
 A couple of years ago I was asked to join a community poetry website. Much
of the poetry posted goes like this: “to escape the prison of my skull/you have
become a necessary part of me/lurking on the fringes of my dream.” The author
of such a poem has no anxiety about how poetry is meaningful, since the lines
must seem to the poet to be an accurate description of a feeling he’s had.
Poetry is meaningful here because it declares that it’s declaring feelings we all
share; anything else is deemed “academic” or “obscure.” One author on the site,
when another poet made a suggestion for a small change in his poem, replied
“If I made that change, the poem would be YOURS and not MINE!” (emphasis
his). This proprietary relationship to authorial will is also something Gnoetry
takes to task.
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of some golden age; the recovery of a central figure or figures
to belie certain beliefs, e.g., finding female arbiters in certain
predominantly male fields like science; the recovery of a “real”
meaning behind certain symbols, e.g. Eliot’s satire on Madame
Sosostris’ use of the Tarot in order to re-infuse that system of
symbols with its original agricultural and hence theological
meaning. The poem quoted in footnote one is itself a recovery through the fallacy of “feeling” and individual psychological
truth of what we might read as washed-out idea and language;
that is, the author finds the most invisible ways to say something since the import is not in the craft but in what inspired
the crafting.
Much published poetry of
the last fifteen years or so bears the mark of this question of
meaning in one of two ways: through the kind of banal sincerity
mentioned above, or through the sarcastic or ironical recovery
of certain forms of poetic (or other forms of) discourse. Take
this example, a poem called “Metamorph,” by Christopher
Davis from a fairly recent issue of the Denver Quarterly:
1. Orpheus
peeks at thee through this glory hole.
Reader, on thy fake marble throne,
are you even capable of empathy
with one so downtrodden as he?
He begs you to show him love
or at least glance as his snapshot:
in a red see-thru muumuu, femininity
 I am not singling out this journal; it was near-to-hand.
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throbbed. After you entrap him, rip
him up, hand the masses brushes,
tell how we wet our soft bristles
at his flesh, fresh, tense, hot
tongues, dipped in hope, out.
2. “Eurydice”
Golden guy, walk on by. All tan backs blend
into the old dirt road. O, go spray your chest
with water. Disappear
into the honeysuckle.
Real man, if I were you, jaw locked, lip
stiff, twitching marble, I’d have turned,
nodded. You fuck, I mumble, ravioli
on my antique plastic plate popping,
white sauce spurting,
Tweety Bird’s boyishly blond head never intended
to represent an entrance to the earth.		

I do not intend to condemn or commend the poem, nor do I
want to argue what it means—what is of interest here is what the
poem does and how it attempts to mean, at least thematically.
Here’s yet another myth re-told and re-updated, perhaps “re Christopher Davis, “Metamorph,” Denver Quarterly 40:2 (2005): p. 24-5.
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queered” (the poem itself being “this glory hole”?) as Orpheus
seems to become a hopeless and hapless queen as Eurydice (her
name marked in quotes, maybe because this Eurydice is really
male in the contemporary setting) looks for a “real man” and
reminds us that maybe the mythical Orpheus or the Orpheus
figure of the poem can not be or should never have been made
“to represent an entrance to earth” because in the end he gets
torn apart for art’s sake. Even given the author’s undeniable
proclivity with meter, rhyme and half-rhyme—the sounds are
governed to will meaning into being by being an aspect of the
ironical use of tone, of “antique” syntax and diction, and of
form. The sound (cleverly and effectively) amps up the surface
meaning—the poem’s speaker’s art (“I mumble”) can not, it
seems, portray “Golden guy” who is found to be a “Tweety Bird”
coward when he won’t turn to “Eurydice.”
This poem does not want to
reinvigorate an old story in order to find its original meaning,
but perhaps uses an old story to infuse a contemporary one
with some import, while at the same time ironically dealing
with this new-found import: “thy fake marble throne” and the
fact that the Orpheus-cum-Tweety Bird can not bear the weight
of what he’s made to signify are both in some ways reactions
to the emptiness of symbol briefly discussed above. The irony
allows the poet to have his cake and eat it too: he can use
the symbols’ “old” meaning while at the same time dismissing
it as ineffective, even dangerous. This ironical reappraisal,
or reappraisal in irony of the Orpheus myth is paradigmatic
of a certain kind of contemporary poetic scheme: any “real
meaning” is undermined tonally (“O, go spray your chest”) or
semiotically (“never intended/to represent”) while at the same
time the poet admonishes the reader to see something in the
now-nothing (“are you even capable of empathy?”). The poem
gains meaning apparently through the author’s acknowledgment
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that it’s ridiculous to try to find meaning in certain ways—here,
through old myth—while using the signifying power of the old
myth. The poet must have some belief in the efficacy of the old
story, since it has to have some kind of meaning for him to be
able to create a satire at its expense, but he doesn’t want to let
on that he believes in it too much ( “You fuck, I mumble”).
The poet takes an old story
and turns it into an “Olde” story—an “antique plastic plate”—
while he uses the “Olde” story to tell another old story. This
kind of reenactment might be there to symbolize the transfer
of the stereotypically heterosexual drama of a woman “wanting
a real man” into a homosexual milieu. We even get a re-rehash
of the hypocrite lecteur (addressed quaintly as “thee” and “thy”)—
someone also in the scene of the poem? we heterosexual
readers? we readers in general trapped in the Olde ways?—
who maybe needs the “Olde” story to have empathy for the
“Orpheus” of the contemporary dramatics (“He begs you to
show him love”). All of these identities are both claimed and
deconstructed simultaneously—Orpheus was a queen all along,
not man enough, and was hence ripped apart by an angry mob
of women-cum-men-who-want-what-women-want: a man who
represents and is a real man (“we wet our soft bristles//. . .
dipped in hope, out”). The poem, then, gains meaning through
this ironical interplay and ends up, as all poems of this ilk do,
being self-reflexive, being about itself and the failure of—
indeed danger of—representation. This “Tweety Bird” figure
was “never intended/to represent an entrance to the earth,” but
he doesn’t die, he’s merely rejected by “Golden guy” who’s
commanded to “walk on by.” The original myth—ironically
necessary to evoke any “empathy” from the “reader”—is
shucked of all its moral import in order to “remind” us that
 An allusion to Dionne Warwick’s version of Burt Bacharach’s “Walk on By”?
“I just can’t get over losing you/And so if I seem broken and blue/Walk on by,
walk on by.”
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Orpheus was a “pederast,” since it’s all representation anyways
and since the poem deals with the stories as both meaning the
same thing—it’s an entirely synchronic use of the myth. It has
never changed. Blood becomes just another paint we dip into;
Orpheus’ rent body transmogrifies into “ravioli/on my antique
plastic plate popping,//white sauce spurting,” into a bad porno
of pasta.
This poem is a highly schematized and all-in-the-tone poem and uses what I’ll call the
“gestalt marker” of the Orpheus/Eurydice myth only to recover
some sense of emotional weight—but not too much weight, lest
the poem become bathetic—to its quotidian plot; that is, the
poem wears a contemporary anxiety regarding meaning, borrowing meaning from the old story only to dismiss ironically
the efficacy of its meaning and being meaningful. It doesn’t
leave much work to do for the reader—its “message” is as seethrough as the red muumuu. Let’s now consider this poem
from the chapbook The Dublin of Doctor Moreau:
I got the monster lifted from the brake
and seized the moments when I left the house
the morning I agreed to puff again,
the others taking whisky: better stuff.
The only human semblance left the bar.
Maria had a tricky little light,
but what else alive among the swaying crowd?
Maria gave a qualified assent,
her sullen opposition at a close.
Then he achieved the stern and Mary Jane,
 The very title of the poem alludes to Ovid and a character from the campy TV
show Space: 1999. Once the reader seizes this innocent double entendre, there’s
not much more to do but snicker, perhaps, at the cleverness of it.
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no longer any party, went good and light.
The conversation went towards the school
and murmured lamely that she disappeared.
Yes, everybody was already dead.
I asked for our everyday routine
then, growling overhead, began to change.

This poem, in blank verse, was composed with Gnoetry0.1
(please see the appendix “How It Works” for a précis on what
it is the software actually does). As stated in the preface to The
Dublin of Doctor Moreau (which describes, in part, the human
end-user’s part in the composition of the gnoems), “The human
element was kept within certain constraints: he penalized
(that is, deemed unsuitable; the software itself penalizes those
language tokens that can not solve the poetic problem at hand,
e.g. ‘find language that equals seven syllables,’ by taking them
out of the equation, so to speak—the human end-user borrows
this terminology here to describe his own editorial decisions)
some punctuation, grammar, syntax and word choice in order to
maintain the poetic integrity of any given gnoem, but limited this
intervention to as few changes as were necessary to assure the
success of each experiment.” Given the limitations of version
0.1 (e.g., each line was end-stopped with a period—a limitation
corrected by version 0.2) the human end-user worked to help
lend the language a more ‘natural’ tendency towards syntactical
and grammatical sense, though a significant amount of syntax
and grammar from the source texts (in this case Dubliners and
The Island of Dr. Moreau) survived the stochastic processes of
the software. The word choices “penalized” were by and large
incorrect verb tenses. However, any argument about voice or
style must be made in light of the software’s input, and not
 The Dublin of Doctor Moreau (Chicago: Beard of Bees Press, 2004) p. 3.
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anything the human end-user inspired into the poem. However,
what’s of interest here is how the poem borrows meaning from
its sources, compared with the dynamic between the Davis
poem and the author’s chosen source.
I’ve chosen this particular
Gnoetic poem given the “theme” or at least mention of
metamorphosis and the surface similarity of “setting”—perhaps
a bar or restaurant where others take their “better stuff.” Among
other surface similarities are: a first-person singular pronoun;
direct description of other characters (here, monsters, Maria
and Mary Jane); and the use of “allusions.” (I place words like
“setting” in quotes in order to proceed with caution, given
the difficulty of using such terminology when dealing with a
poem composed with an apparatus that has no typical poetic
intentionality. I will get to this pickle later, but for now please
bear with the scare-quotes). It’s also a good exemplar of why it’s
not a misnomer to call the above a poem: though it is in blank
verse, scansion shows some irregularities in the meter, thus
mitigating the machine-like quality of a poem written in prefect
iambs; it contains happy accidents of rhyme (puff/stuff) and halfrhyme (light/alive); it suggests a readable narrative; it contains
possible puns (Mary Jane as girl’s name and idiom for marijuana).
The poem also contains gestalt markers: word- and phrase-level
signatures that might be called “allusions” to the source texts
or source material. In the Davis poem, we bring to it what we
know about the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice (indeed, the
poem is semiotically—though not semantically—meaningless
to someone unfamiliar with the myth; Davis’ semantic irony
creates what H. W. Fowler calls a “double audience” consisting
of those who get the joke and those who do not (see Fowler’s
A Dictionary of Modern English Usage). Gnoetry has no intended
audience, and no strict method of signification, making its
ironies much more ambiguous). The poem composed with
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Gnoetry relies in many respects, though not entirely, upon one’s
knowledge of the source texts.
For example, “Maria” is a
character from Joyce’s story “Clay” and “Mary Jane” from the
famous story that ends Dubliners, “The Dead.” We might also
gather that the monsters come from the Wells’ book (in fact, the
term “monster” never appears in Joyce’s text), but other pieces of
language like the first-person pronoun and “the swaying crowd”
are not necessarily traceable back to their original contexts. To
be sure, “Maria” and “Mary Jane” are not markers as powerful
as Orpheus and Eurydice, they merely differ in degree and not
in kind when we approach them as allusions. However, the
poem written with Gnoetry cannot be said to be a tone-driven
re-telling of a story. The names act as flags, perhaps even as
mnemonic devices, that lead the reader to what she remembers
about the source texts, though a reading of the poem does not
require this prior knowledge. If one is familiar with the texts
(or one has Google ready-to-hand) one knows that “Maria” is
an earnest and socially awkward nurse-maid/laundress with a
“nice tidy little body” who goes to visit one of her old charges
(whose immediate family has disintegrated, as is proper for a
Joyce story) and whose laugh makes her “nose nearly [meet]
the tip of her chin.” She is a character, like so many in these
stories, trapped in a social and psychological moment—she is
an under-developed person. “Mary Jane” is the bread-winning
piano teacher in “The Dead,” one of the cynosures of the party
and one of the “Three Graces of the Dublin musical world”
in Gabriel’s speech; she at one point reports that “the snow
is general all over Ireland,” a line repeated in the famous final
paragraph of the story.
While the Davis poem utilizes
myth both in order to update it and comment on it, replacing
one intent with another, we have to understand “Maria” and
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“Mary Jane” in a different manner, given the fact that the
computer has no intent. The Davis poem deals synchronically
with the Orpheus/Eurydice myth by claiming precedence for
the “queered,” contemporary reading of the story, dismissing
the moral efficacy or the efficacy of the moral of the original.
The reading of the myth is uni-directional—to look back too
closely at the original is not only beside the point, it drains
meaning, especially given the context of the story. The old is
made “olde”—we look back and it recedes into the underworld
of quaint old tales only relevant when they are updated. There is
no apparent attention paid to the myth circa 140 BC; according
to the poet, the myth meant what it means today, or can only
have meaning at all by being updated. Strangely, the poem is
then trapped in its own unified formulation, since any coherent
reading must regard the myth made quaint tale. It is a static
and finite poem, like a joke trapped into its single punchline. Thus is the cost of irony which both uses and dismisses
meaning at the same time: the poem becomes just as limiting
as the “message” the poem means to deconstruct. The way
we approach the characters mentioned in the computer-made
poem is far different. To borrow an image from the Orpheus
myth, the names “Maria” and “Mary Jane” are merely surface
openings of deep tunnels of signification. These tunnels do not
lead to the death of meaning, but to a tangled bank of possible
meanings.
In one sense, the gestalt
markers are just that, holistic metonyms that stand for the
entire text they derive from. If we take this notion to be the
 Since a programmer wrote the software to make poetry, can this be deemed
a poetic intent or agency? Perhaps, but this is certainly not the typical way
we talk about poetic intent or authorial agency, since the code is really just
concerned with statistics and aleatory functions; there is no personal intent
expressed as/in form, the coder is not writing poetry (though snippets of code
may be incidentally poetic).
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case, the poem is a re-reading of (at least) two Joyce stories
from Dubliners. In fact, if we want to understand the poem as
co-written in some way by Joyce, we see some distinct Joycean
themes in the poem: social transformation and social death.
Mary Jane is “no longer any party”: she’s set apart, not part
of the party, not involved in any social activity. Indeed, she
disappears in line 13. The narrator (?) of the poem, the one who
“got the monster lifted from the brake,” begins to growl by the
end of the poem, changing into what, another monster, another
“human semblance,” another “routine”? It’s not difficult to see,
too, how this poem is very much concerned with the teratological
transformations and difficulties from the Wells novel. In any
respect, given any one recognizable element from a source text,
that element has sitting behind it in three dimensions the entire
text from which it was statistically culled. To better illustrate
this metonymic design, let’s look at the noun “brake” from line
one of the poem.
According to the 1913 Webster
Dictionary (which is the version I happen to have at hand
on my desktop), “brake” as a noun variously means: 1. An
instrument or machine to break or bruise the woody part of
flax or hemp so that it may be separated from the fiber. 2. An
extended handle by means of which a number of men can unite
in working a pump, as in a fire engine. 3. “A baker’s kneading
though.” —Johnson. 4. A sharp bit or snaffle. (“Pampered jades
. . . which need nor break nor bit.” —Gascoigne). 5. A frame
for confining a refractory horse while the smith is shoeing him;
also, an inclosure to restrain cattle, horses, etc. (“A horse . . .
which Philip had bought . . . and because of his fierceness kept
him within a brake of iron bars.” —J. Brende). 6. That part of
a carriage, as of a movable battery, or engine, which enables
 The Davis poem is an interpretation of the myth at hand, but as mentioned
above, a very one-dimensional one.
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it to turn. 7. (Mil.) An ancient engine of war analogous to the
crossbow and ballista. 8. (Agric.) A large, heavy harrow for
breaking clods after plowing; a drag. 9. A piece of mechanism
for retarding or stopping motion by friction, as of a carriage or
railway car, by the pressure of rubbers against the wheels, or of
clogs or ratchets against the track or roadway, or of a pivoted
lever against a wheel or drum in a machine. 10. (Engin.) An
apparatus for testing the power of a steam engine, or other
motor, by weighing the amount of friction that the motor will
overcome; a friction brake. 11. A cart or carriage without a body,
used in breaking in horses. 12. An ancient instrument of torture.
—Holinshed. Any one of these definitions works within the
context of the line of poetry, and because the poem was written
without any impetus resembling intention (except on the barest
grammatical and syntactical level on the part of the end-user) we
are beholden unto all definitions, but we are free to choose only
one. The sentence “has a local, syntagmatic memory, proper to
its functioning, as well as a historical memory, the diachronic
origin of its terms”. We must imagine hovering behind each
word not the psychological or poetic intent of an author, but
the text the word originates from and the word’s multitudinous
meanings. A poem composed by means of this software must
on some level be read in light of the historical and social context
of the source texts, but also paradoxically read in the manner
of a poem whose social and historical context is a partial or
complete mystery to us, or whose contexts are so fragmented
as to be open to any number of poetic interpretations, like the
fragments of Archilochos or many Old English poems without
name or specific context.
It is the reader, then, who
ultimately composes the poem, and while this may be true of
 Christopher Dewdney, The Secular Grail (Toronto: Somerville House
Publishing, 1993) p. 157. Hereafter cited in text.
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poems composed by mere humans, it is absolutely the case with a
poem composed in collaboration with Gnoetry. Each word is the
mouth of a tunnel to its textual origin and etymology; the reader
is allowed to view as far down the tunnel as she likes, to stay on
the surface, using only “personal experiential associations from
memory-specific occasions” (Grail 159) or more free associative
personal complements to the word’s meanings as each word is
surrounded—to mix my metaphor a bit—by a “word hoard”
(Grail 156). Just as the program itself is a mechanism that
combines pure chance operations with the utility and ability to
weave chance into sonically and semantically and semiotically
meaningful utterances, the poetic result of an experiment with
Gnoetry is an open system of meaning constrained in meaning
only by the arguably arbitrary nature of the meaning of symbols
and of grammatical and syntactical rules.10 (By arbitrary I do
not mean the results of unconstrained choice, but the nature
of socially and historically agreed upon structure—which is, in
turn, not to be mistaken with the idea of a shared subjectivity,
but shared custom.)
On the sonic level, though,
let’s look again at the “puff ” and “stuff ” rhyme. One might
be tempted to say, well, that’s not a great rhyme, but it is quite
a coincidence. Yet, looking into the words we note that the
stand-alone word “uff ” (pronounced Af) acts as a phoneme in
both words. “Uff ” means “an exclamation as of someone panting
with exertion or difficulty.” We then realize that the “uff ” is
onomatopoeia for the exhalations and inhalations of breath
implied by puffing stuff and “taking whisky.” This coincidental
correspondence between sound and sense (which goes deeper
than sound merely helping to make sense—it’s sound being
10 Are these poems composed with Gnoetry “grammatical propositions” par
excellence insomuch as the grammar here does not represent reality at all, since
what reality could we reasonably say is being represented except the fact of the
grammar itself ?
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sense or, at least, potential sense) gets crazier when we look up
“uff ” in the OED and notice that the first instance of the word
is from James Joyce’s Ulysses: “O, my corns! . . . Come upstairs
for goodness’ sake till I sit down somewhere. Uff! Ooo!”11 We
might go deeper down this tunnel of signification to note that
the word occurs in the “Wandering Rocks” chapter of Ulysses
that is known for its nineteen temporally simultaneous scenes
and its commentary on the lack of social concern evinced by
Dublin’s priests and politicos, and find a way to read the gnoem
through this lens. But that way of looking at the gnoem aside,
we must be amazed at the fact that a poem comprised in part
of the analysis of Joyce’s Dubliners can phonetically “allude” to
a book Joyce wrote close to a decade later.12 But more to this
point about sonic integrity (a gnoem can be home to so many
accountable readings, it’s difficult not to want to try and find
them all here) we find in many gnoems (as in any good poem)
the freedom to read sonics outside of the frame of imagery, and
beyond the notion that sound only corresponds to the meaning
it’s meant to express. Because the different levels of rhyme and
phoneme are not composed but (re)enacted by the software,
they can have a sound sonic integrity that will not elicit the
kind of groan that human puns or bad rhymes might elicit (my
bad puns included).
So: who is to say that my
reading of the poem as a “drug” poem is not legitimate? All the
puffing, drinking, “uffing,” lighting, partying and, lo and behold,
Mary Jane itself “achieved” or obtained along with the “stern,”
a figurative post of management or direction, leads me to think
that this poem is, both thematically and somewhat sonically,
about the social nature of and danger of taking up drink or
puffing down marijuana. The “monster” may be some alter-ego,
11 James Joyce, Ulysses (Paris: Shakespeare and Co., 1922), p. 244.
12 I’ll discuss Gnoetry’s rendering of history later on in this essay.
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maybe the monkey on someone’s back. Since the computer
itself is not referring to anything—it is statistically analyzing
possible points or nodes of reference—the reader is free to try
and make the language refer to anything she wants. It’s as if the
poem exhorts to the reader: “Make me mean!” While the poem
provides the reader a way of saying things the reader would
never otherwise conjure, the reader provides the poem with a
social and historical context into which it can have meaning.
Gnoetry responds to the aforementioned “crisis of meaning” by
creating the possibility of a multitude of meaningful semantic,
semiotic and sonic relationships. Each node of reference is a
node of possible meaning—Gnoetry can not play the game of
despairing over representation that at the same time ultimately
always uses the same rules of the very representation the game
seeks to “deconstruct.” These possible meanings—these nodes
of variable and possible reference—may best be characterized
as examples of enigmatic signifiers.
“An enigmatic signiﬁer is
something which signals–an address that lacks a signiﬁed while
still retaining its interpellative function. In other words, an
‘enigmatic signiﬁer’ does not signify of, but does signify to.”13
Poems composed with Gnoetry contain messages that can
not be fully assimilated; e.g. a gestalt marker in the form of a
character name might work as a metonym for the entire text
from which it is derived, while at the same time be a more
specific point of reference from the source text (that name
from the context of, say, page 101), while at the same time being
a point of reference from the reader’s own psychological (that
is conscious and subconscious) history, &c. A gnoem MUST
BE understood as overdetermined. There is no utterance made
from a singular, private consciousness: even if we consider
13 Alysson Stack, “Culture, Cognition and Jean Laplanche’s Enigmatic Signifier,” Theory, Culture and Society 22:3 (2005): 66, italics hers.
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the individual’s mind as a collective of some sort, even if the
poem written by that mind borrows from different discourses
or registers, there is always an explicit governance of reference
and influence that can be followed to a singular consciousness.
We may say the text bears social and historical markings via
the individual who acts as a kind of medium or antenna of
social utterance, but this still prioritizes the individual even if
she strives not to mark the text in any idiosyncratic way. In
some sense, Gnoetry comes closer to folk songs or ballads that
seem to have appeared from out of a collective mind, yet even
of those texts we talk about lost signifieds (“We’ll never really
know what it means”) and/or continued relevance. The social
matrix of signification may have changed, but the “message” of
a song by “Anonymous” is still understood as being singular, as
being framed by a state of mind or minds.14 All one is saying is
that it meant that then, and it means that now, too. The song
remains the same as long as the social or some part of the social
remains the same. In a gnoem there is no (one) authorial self to
see in the text, and hence there is no way to see or to decode a
single self in the text.
One extreme example of this
principle of aesthetic reception at work is the perceiver who
rejects a work of art as art per se because it does not adhere to
the perceiver’s aesthetic principles, because the object, for ex14 One would imagine that we’re beyond the intentional fallacy, but it’s clear
that the self is still considered by most poets to be a required system out of
which meaning or (intentional) unmeaning is made. An interesting paradox
arises when poets defend their “difficult” poetry by talking about resisting
meaning; in one breath they say that the poem speaks on its own terms, that
the reader needs to struggle with the text and the text only and discuss the
intent of the poem itself—the individual author stands, of course, behind this
text as a kind of vampiric shadow that shows itself as busy sucking so-called
typical meaning out of language and its architectures. A poem composed with
Gnoetry can not be said to try to mean through an effort to unmean. Gnoetry
doesn’t resist the self, the ego, through some form of depersonalization or
objectification of the human being—it has none of that to begin with.
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ample, “could have been written/painted/sculpted by a ten year
old.” This act ignores the work, and refuses to take the work
on its own terms; this kind of rejection, too, ignores the fact
that perhaps “could be done by a ten year old” is a legitimate
aesthetic principle on its own.15 There are those who will reject Gnoetry as poetry on principle as “[p]oetry itself, from the
very beginning, began with the inspiration, the dithyramb, and
the practice of Gnoetry does away with that, leaving the connections instead to syntax and formulas. This does not mean
that I think the genre has no potential or place, but I would
definitely not call it poetry” (anonymous reader’s response to
some Gnoetry). It seems to me that this concern for authorial first cause (here personified as the breath of “inspiration”),
the concern with what’s ontologically “real” at the moment of
creation of a poem—which hinges on its lyric origins—being
replaced by mere “syntax and formulas” is a matter for metaphysics and aesthetic superstition. Gnoetry, it seems to me,
lifts poetic language out of the psycho-drama of the lyric, of
the dithyramb (which, indeed, harks back to Bacchanalia) but
this does not mean that Gnoetry exiles inspiration. Breath, and
so “connection,” remains intact in the utterances of the source
texts: substantive echoes meaningfully reinvented during their
return trip.
We might also consider
that syntax, as Christopher Dewdney has it, “is the stylistic
15 My niece JoAnn composed a group of ten haiku using Gnoetry0.2 when
she was eleven years old. They’re exquisite and can be found, under the title
Gnoetry, at beardofbees.com. Here’s an example:
I looked at it like
a devil, but you look at
it with dignity.
Sources
Jules Verne, 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
Charles Dickens, Oliver Twist
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equivalent of individuality” (Grail 149). If so, gnoems contain
this equivalence in spades:
“Sat Feb 19 20:38:33 2005”
Well, it ought to go
with him. He swung about in
her mind there lingered
the vague park, and the boy, her
smile, and a party, and he
had taken so much
the night when she lowered her
opportunities.16

This poem, based upon the statistical properties of The Custom
of the Country, is undeniably in the style of Edith Wharton.
Look at a passage, chosen at random from the plain text file of
Wharton’s novel at Project Gutenberg:
It was an accepted article of the Apex creed that parental
detachment should be completest at the moment when the filial
fate was decided; and to find that New York reversed this rule
was as puzzling to Undine as to her mother. Mrs. Spragg was so
unprepared for the part she was to play that on the occasion of
her visit to Mrs. Marvell her helplessness had infected Undine,
and their half-hour in the sober faded drawing-room remained
16 Eric Elshtain and the Machine, Her Social Frame (Chicago: Beard of Bees Press
2005), 5. I understand the possible contradiction involved in placing my name
here authorially and authoritatively; we don’t pretend to deny the human role in
the composition of gnoems, but we take no stock in the proprietary notion of
an authorial self. That is, these are not “my” poems; they are everybody’s.
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Something of “Wharton”
or at least “her” text is robust enough to have survived the
program’s randomizations—so much something that Gnoetry’s
developer assumed that there was a bug in the system. He
carefully searched for word-strings from the gnoems composed
with the machine based upon the Wharton novel, since we were
sure that the program had lifted full phrases from the book.
It had not—it fooled us. We might take this and say “Well,
you see, Wharton’s individuality, in as much as her self may be
housed in her prose, is still in the recombined text. So, there is
a self breathing in there and hence, this is a poem because it was
inspired by Wharton.” However, this is not the case we want
to make. While on the one hand the gnoem is a kind of syllabic
(it’s a renga) poetic reading of the Wharton novel, the gnoem
is not imprisoned by the novel. Read by someone without any
knowledge of its origins, there is no way for that reader to tell
that this was co-authored by a machine, that this was based in
any way on The Custom of the Country. The reader may not think
it’s a good renga, or even a good poem, but the point is that
there is nothing inherent in the text that could make anyone say
that it is not a poem. Of course, the reader will assume it was
written by a mere human, but we have yet to explore readers’
responses in this way by showing them gnoems without telling
them that a machine was involved in its composition.
For our purposes here,
the reader is ontologically de-natured from a typical lyric
understanding of poetic process through Gnoetry. The use of
the machine as a prosthetic mind and hand and breath begs the
reader not to fill in indeterminacies to complete the harmony
of an organic whole. She is asked to leave indeterminacy in
place and willfully seek meaning elsewhere; seek meaning in
17 <http://www.gutenberg.org/files/11052/11052-8.txt>
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the poem itself, not worrying about finding connections to the
outside world or see through the language to authorial intention
or psychology. Simply put, there is no meaning behind the
words—we have only the meaning of the words.
This claim has been made for
human-authored texts. It is an old critical saw to say that a
poem need not and in fact should not necessarily be seen to tell
us something about the external world—that a poem’s meaning
and form “must be assimilated to this extended meaning” into
the external, that pattern must be transformed into theme.18
In this way, “the artifice of a poem is made to appear natural”
(Artifice xi). The “rush from words to world” (Artifice xi) is taken
up by poets themselves, anxious to make sure that the poetry
seems “relevant” in some way. Anything else is considered,
by and large, as masturbatory or academic. Even those poets
who try to make no sense do so because they believe that that
makes their poetry more like the world that is itself desultory
and obfuscating; or they make no sense in order to undermine
a “master” or “meta” narrative. Though Language Poetry is a
critical precursor to appreciating Gnoetry’s fractured poetry,19
the Language authors were still invested in a conservative
notion of the Self; that is, there needed to be coherent political
and social meaning behind all the linguistic unmeaning, and
therefore there needed to be a grounded, egotistical and
organic self deciding how to make the poem mean through its
un-meaning. Isn’t it curious that the foremost critical allies of
18 Veronica Forrest-Thomson. Poetic Artifice (New York: St. Martin’s Press,
1978), p. x. Hereafter cited in text.
19 I tackle Language here only because it has been often referenced in
comments both critical of and in praise of Gnoetry. Obviously, Gnoetry owes
much to Dada strategies, the poetic work of John Cage, the procedural poetries
of Jackson Mac Low, not to mention the cut-up technique used by William
S. Burroughs and Brion Gysin. Gnoetry fits into a long tradition of poetries
whose techniques question the typical avenues of composition and meaning
gathering.
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the Language Movement often “de-code” plots and narratives
from the poems? That the foremost defenders of experimental
verse do so by making claims for its reference to “the world”?
See anything that Marjorie Perloff has written. Here’s a single
example. After making much of Lyn Hejinian’s claim that there
is no “core reality at the heart of our sense of being” and that
a poem is not uttered from “an identity which is unique and
separable from all other identities.”20 Perloff states that Hejinian’s
poetic utterances “represent her world” (Ladder 216; italics hers).
Even though there may be no authorial “‘self ” at center stage
to which all else is “subordinated” (Ladder 217) there is still a
construction of the world taking place by someone who is in the
world. Poetic language still pays, it seems, lip service to the self
and to reality even if the “Self ” and “Reality” are “constructed.”
Language poetry must make reference to Reality in order to
undermine it and call it merely “a” reality; as Perloff puts it,
the “task of the reader is to construct a context that might
make sense of [the] riddling references” of a poetry like Ron
Silliman’s, Rosmarie Waldrop’s or Lyn Hejinian’s (Ladder 215).
For Perloff, these “references” must refer to and correspond with
a particular outside world (and would be meaningless without
these references), and hence, must be referents produced by
a self-in-the-world who has a one-to-one correspondence in
mind that the reader will de-code as if the poem were a crime
scene and the reader a detective. On the other hand, a gnoem
investigates the reader; the reader discovers, through the unhinged language of Gnoetry, what world she believes she lives
in through the gnoem.
Is all we’re left with, then,
merely a group of perceptions each dependent on our separate
20 Lyn Hejinian, “The Person and Description,” Poetics Journal 9 (1991): 166;
qtd. in Marjorie Perloff, Wittgenstein’s Ladder: Poetic Language and the Strangeness
of the Ordinary (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996), p. 213. Hereafter
cited in text.
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subject positions? Can a poem be said to totally exclude an
authorial self ? If a gnoem doesn’t refer ultimately to an
authorial self, to a reality, to a socially/culturally/ideologically
constructed reality, to what, then, does it refer? These
questions are especially cogent if the Gnoetic end-user does
nothing with the software but use it to generate random pieces
of language, to some degree in the style of the “bot language”
we see in our e-mail in-boxes everyday, though of a higher order
of linguistic complexity. Here’s some un-manipulated Gnoetry,
using Gnoetry0.2:
They called for her, if I had
told miss nash, that if you have a
more interesting subject, not too strongly
for the other; and the
campbells or I am sure she does not talk
of them thought but of human flesh,
but she would get you
a proof of what she had had
some scruples. It was a
very bad wrong things, of being
able to keep the horses were
in the same room to her.21

What happy accidents! Produced on the fly for this essay
on Wednesday, February 8 2006, at 17:21:45, we get the terms
21 This was generated using the “default” syllabic structure and using Emma
as the sole source text. Note that the proper names are not capitalized; since
Gnoetry doesn’t know that they are proper names, they get treated as any
other word. In theory the program could be smarter about this: for example,
it could notice when a word is consistently capitalized in a text and they always
capitalize it in a generated poem. Right now the program capitalizes the first
word in a sentence and leaves it at that.
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“subject,” “other,” “flesh,” “proof,” and “being” which fit so
perfectly within the context of this discussion that it seems
intentional, thus eliding the method used to compose the poem.
As one author puts it, the “method—aside from what source
texts are used—offers no insight into the poetry. Gnoetry
achieves the illusion of intention so successfully, we’re drawn
to look into the poems themselves, less encumbered by the
context that made them.”22 As there is linguistic (semantic and
possible semiotic) coherence beyond the procedure—especially
when given the gift words and phrases appropriate to a given
context as in the gnoem above—Gnoetry is often inherently
more surprising a read than procedural verse created by a mere
human. Also from the Denver Quarterly, a section from “Sedici,
Ulysses” by Christophe Casamassima:
sea, unseen, now, not there, though I go,
“Thallata!”, now no where, “The snotgreen
see”, seems to grow from my feet, unaware,
still of the wake, on the verge, “The
scrotumtightening sea”, my tongue, though
terror,
“Thalatta!”,
grows
fierce,
ever
mourning, ever sombre, no want in tow, of the
moor, the verge again, all I saw, mire, all over
now, a raise of his razorblade, still, the sea,
apart from what is sees, arise, “Kinch ahoy”, a
rise in the tide, “knifeblade”, “Thallata!”, what
will be, what has been, what forever shall be,
his reason being, none, “Thalatta!”, parting the
scene,
tightening,
painting
the
scenery,
“Ceasing”, into, and out of, “Introibo ad altare
Dei”, in stress, “Usurper”23
22 John Tipton, “Oracle at Chicago,” unpublished essay.
23 Christophe Casamassima, “Sedici, Ulysses,” Denver Quarterly 40:2 (2005): p.
16; the original uses full justification—is that a formatting pun on the part of
the author?
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There are 16 (sedici) lines and 116 words in this poem (June 16 is,
of course, “Bloomsday”. . .), which is composed mostly of words
and phrases from the first chapter (the “Telemachus” chapter)
of Joyce’s Ulysses. I downloaded the first chapter of Ulysses from
Project Gutenberg (from where the majority of the texts used for
gnoetic analysis are downloaded) and using the “find” function,
I found 22 search strings “not found” in the text (including the
word “tow,” for example, which does occur in other words like
“town” and “towards,” &c. It’s possible, with a little numerical
fudging, to count only 16 full words not in the Joyce text.)
There may be another procedure at work, but I can not find it.
The most notable word not in the chapter (and, indeed, a word
that does not appear in the entire novel) is “instress,” alluding
to Hopkins’ “instress of the inscape” which itself has been
compared to Joyce’s definition of “epiphany.” There seems, then,
to be some comment made on wholes—that of the fragments
from the novel plus fragments of language outside the novel the
text can be stressed to resonate with, what, the contemporary
politics of terror? The terror of religious belief ? Bloomsdaycum-doomsday? It’s difficult to say. For the purposes of this
essay, I spent much more time with this poem than I would
have otherwise. The procedure is, perhaps, interesting on its
own, but the poem, with its over-done puns (all those “sees”
and “seas”); that awfully clever allusion to Finnegans Wake; the
easy humor of juxtapositions such as “‘scrotumtightening sea’,
my tongue”; the insistence on parataxis; the “ta da!” of placing
“usurper” as the final word, just isn’t interesting poetically or
structurally. The idea and gesture of the poem, at the directive
of the author, dominate the poem, rendering the poem itself
nearly moot; it’s as if the author were saying through the poem
“This is how I did it and this is why” (though the “why” might
be elusive, not because of any ambiguity, but because of a coy
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quality to the authorial approach). What need be, then, the
poem itself except as an artifact of the authorial intent? The
gestures of the individual author are marked, inflected into the
“random” sampling of words and phrases from the Joyce text,
done, presumably, to keep the text “current”—to ensure that it
is still a viable text at this moment in history. We are forced to
read “into” the text the way that the author intends through his
writing into the text, for one since we can tease out what words
come from Joyce and which come from another source—my
guess being from the author’s brain matter—and for another
because the author makes the text refer to itself (its parataxis
and such phrases as “parting the scene” can certainly be viewed
as references to the textual nature of the text and the procedure
steering the text respectively)—and for yet another because
we’re given a punchline (“into, and out of, ‘[I will go in unto the
altar of God]’, instress, ‘Usurper’”).
Because the Gnoetic statistical process works on the word level, the software disassociates
the words from their valued context (even though the words
come from texts that contain or are written with historical,
cultural, racial and gender biases) and this radical decontextualization brings the words near a zero-degree of the values
we typically attribute to language. The software statistically
analyzes the texts based upon word adjacencies—according
to what words tend to be next to other words. For example,
if I’ve created a poem using the statistical analysis of a dozen
texts and the sentence “It’s a disappointment to my purpose,
woman” appears, I have no idea which words come from which
texts. Since the signifiers have been radically unhinged from
their original signifieds, it is up to the reader to supply a sense
for the poetic utterances as there is no single or singular self or
moment in political or textual history that can be unwrapped
from the gnoetic sentence. We would also hesitate to say that
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the computer could make a political statement, and so whatever political or historical meaning to be gleaned from the sentence/utterance must be supplied by the reader’s spot of time,24
not the authors’. The texts are not so much “updated” into the
present moment, as with the rendering of the Joyce text above,
as they are recombined into new historical possibility: gnoems
don’t say of the texts they’re derived from “Boy, this text can
still mean, even now!” which prioritizes inception, but “This
time (or any part of the intervening time between the inception
of the source text and its statistical analysis by the Gnoetry
program) can be meaningful and relevant to the texts.” The latter statement highlights the efforts of the historically situated
reader, not any effort to find present relevancy from within or
taken out of the texts themselves. Take this excerpt from the
gnoem “[A few decades ago, because the whole. . .]”:
. . .We were not a lady who
escorted us, sometimes alone, sometimes
alone, sometimes alone, sometimes alone,
sometimes together and the nobles held
the lands. The coloured people who were not
the primal step in Tuskegee, in mind.
The news. The papers, to protect the year
were not a preacher, child, the mother is,
perhaps in compensation for the child.
24 We, of course, do not want to claim that a gnoem can mean anything to
anybody; the very strictures of syntax and grammar, much of which survives the
stochastic process of the program, belie this idea (which is, indeed, bogus from
the outset, since it refuses all sense of materiality; even an abstract painting is
limited in what it can mean because it is made from paint. Media has meaning,
too). What’s extra slippery about Gnoetry, though, is that it doesn’t matter
what language is used in the program: “From the computer’s point of view, the
text could just as well be in Chinese or Swedish or some Ancient Mayan dialect”
(see Trowbridge, “How It Works,” appendix).
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Toward the white. The value of the white. . .
. . .Through the winter, not
the white. Besides, in order to secure
the Civil War in this direction, is
in fact, the slave. The people had addressed
the men, in this description of the most
effective writing. I repeat, the whole
republic was a mere commercial gain.25

The language corpus for this gnoem is comprised of the
statistical analysis of Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s Eighty Years
And More; Reminiscences 1815-1897 and Booker T. Washington’s
Up From Slavery. The continued historical relevance of these
texts is not to be disputed—it doesn’t take a poem, written by
human or machine, to keep these texts meaningful within the
context of America’s political and social history regarding race
and gender. The software dislocates words from their linguistic
and hence historical location in the text, by which I mean the
history of where and when the word was placed into the text by
the author—every sentence houses a history in its grammar as
they “[elaborate] an implicit order” and each sentence “carries
within it the blueprint for the whole subsequent work”26 and
hence work teleologically. Out of the hands of the author and
rendered into chance operations, each word and softwarecreated triadic language token (see appendix) breed a unique
utterance, a singular new thing for the text and the reader to
say. By placing these words into a new poetic and historical
context the words are made literally to time-travel27 as the
words are written into the “now” in order for the final arbiter
25 Eric Elshtain and the Machine, The Most Effective Dress (Chicago: Beard of
Bees Press, 2005), p. 10. Composed Tuesday, Jan 11, 2005, 15:41:20.
26 Christopher Dewdney, Immaculate Perception (Toronto: Anansi Press, 1986),
p. 73.
27 Vide the preface to Her Social Frame in which the human end-user implies
that he went back in time and asked Edith Wharton to write some renga.
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of meaning—the reader—to create a meaningful context in
which the gnoem may be understood. As each reader is her own
individual, reading the gnoem at a different moment in time, a
new historical context is written in the gnoem each time it’s
read. The text is ever evolving (remembering that evolution is
a theory of change through time, not a theory of progress) and
the words from “old” texts are given new currency because each
time is made to mean for the text, not the text to mean in the
time.
Similar to the weird history
of “uff ” discussed above, the “use” of the phrase “coloured
people” and the “allusion” to “Tuskegee” give us pause. The
phrase “coloured people” does, indeed, occur many times in
Washington’s autobiography, and since we can not (and do not
want to) say that the gnoem quotes the phrase (at least in the
usual way we understand “quoting” or “citing”) what possible
semantic or semiotic currency is being spent in the gnoem with
that phrase? We note that it is “used in reference” (again, the
scare quotes are meant to belie any sense of intent) to “the primal
step in Tuskegee.” We realize that this might be a “reference”
to the tragic and criminal syphilis experiments on close to
400 African-American men between 1932 and 1972 conducted
by the U. S. Public Health Service; the men were not infected
with syphilis, they were closely watched as they died from the
disease. Washington’s text was published in 1901, Stanton’s
in 1898. Some aspect of the statistics of word-adjacencies in
Washington’s autobiography, in conjunction with the same
analysis of Stanton’s autobiography, “predicts” something that
occurred in 1932, a “future,” through an analysis done in 2005
which becomes “past.” The time of gnoetic composition is
made concurrent with the pasts of the texts used—not by an act
of authorial superimposition or deconstruction, but because of
the very non-linear nature of space-time. Just as the Gnoetry

G n o e t ry 0 . 2
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software disarticulates our notion of a single consciousness
authoring a poem, the software also “rewrites” history by
articulating past texts into the present—that is, it’s as if the
Stanton and Washington texts were being written right now at
the same time as having been written when the authors sat down
to write them. A gnoem is a multi-temporal, multi-self “spot
of time” through which we can understand the development
of selves within histories. For example, the “primal step. . .
in mind” is also (or is instead, depending on who’s reading the
gnoem) Washington’s foundation of the Tuskegee Normal and
Industrial Institute in 1881. The history that is developed in the
gnoem acts according to the historical moment that the reader
places into the gnoem. In turn, the reader’s own development
may be measured by the spot of time28 in which the gnoem is
read—the reader authors the poem’s meaning(s) as she imposes
history into the poem and makes it relevant to the connotative
language and gestalt markers in the gnoem.29 The reader exists
within her present moment and the historical moment of the text
simultaneously. The texts, whether fictional or non-fictional,
don’t just seem like they speak things relevant to the present—
they become the very meaning of the present moment because
they fully participate in the reality they represent through the
meaning-making of the reader. This idea of the reader as writer
might lead one to accuse Gnoetry, as one respondent in an online journal did recently, of being meaningless because a gnoem
then “can mean anything;”30 but this is to proffer a paradox itself
empty of meaning since, for example, I’d say that no gnoem, as
28 By which I mean a sort of transitional object that makes the self aware of a
world external to the self.
29 Another marker is the irregular blank verse; how would a formal gnoem
fit into the history of a poetic form? In the least, the ticking out of words in
time is here a hallucination of poetic intent; without the human intention (if
we don’t count the code as intent) to fit words into form, is the poem part of a
tradition of formal verse?
30 See <http://www.womenwriters.net/digitaleves/index.html>.
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of yet, has ever been about that particular author.31 Also, since
a gnoem is built of either syntactic or nearly syntactic units of
the English language, by definition a gnoem is non-infinite in its
possible meanings.
Every reader of a gnoem is,
therefore, the first and the last in a long line of authors of any
given gnoem—and this shared authorship makes it necessary
for us to rethink how and why we want poems to mean.

31 I’m being tongue in cheek, sure, but this author used one of her own poems
as a counter-example to Gnoetry’s “sound over sense”; she clearly sees a direct
connection between her self and how poetry should be written. . .
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A pp e n d i x :
How It Works

W

hen given a text, Gnoetry 0.2—an on-going experiment
in computational poetics—analyzes the way that words
are used in that text and tries to discern patterns. It looks at
which words appear next to one another, and how often various
combinations of words appear. It is important to note that
Gnoetry’s approach is purely statistical. The software does
not contain any a priori knowledge about grammar, and the
computer has no idea about parts of speech. All it knows, and
all it cares about, is how the author of the original source text
put words together. From the computer’s point of view, the text
could just as well be in Chinese or Swedish or some Ancient
Mayan dialect.
Once the computer has
assembled all of the necessary information about how words
appear relative to one another in the source text, it can use
that information to randomly generate new sequences of words
subject to the rules and patterns that it observed. The frequency
with which a word appears in the original text is an important
part of the model. When generating these new sequences
of words, the computer will use common words more often
than rare ones, and likewise will use common combinations
of words more often than rare combinations. If the language
that is produced in this way is grammatical, it is only a happy
accident resulting from the computer’s meticulous aping of the
original author’s patterns of word choices. For example: the
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computer will never put three verbs in a row. Not because I
have explicitly programmed it to avoid doing that, but because
three verbs in a row is usually not a word-combination that
will appear in the original text. And if this construction never
appears in the original text, there will be no potential for that
sort of a construction in the statistical model we build up—it
will be assigned a probability of zero, and thus will never appear
when we are generating our random stream of language.
Once we have this mechanism
for generating new language, the final step is to take into account
the extra constraints imposed by the type of poem we are trying
to produce. So not only do we choose words subject to the
original author’s usage patterns, we further limit ourselves to
words that fit the desired poetic form and meter.
Once the human end-user
uses the program to generate new language in verse, she is presented with the option to “regenerate” language as she sees fit.
These “revisions” are still limited to computer-generated language, but it allows the human to become an active co-author.
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Letters

to the

Names

of the

Dead

Dear Randall Marshall
Copy this detailed section of the news that is always being
refreshed. The length of it depends but averages at three to
five countable figures a day. Get most importantly the name of
the service member. Then write a letter to each name you find.
Depending on your schedule, check for the news at the beginning,
middle or end of the day. Stay as up to date as possible. Fall behind
on a few occasions then spend whole days catching up. Research
different sources to get your news from. Because of the nature of
the Internet there are too many sources for this information and
all the numbers and styles of delivery are not exactly the same.
After using only the most convenient source, really look around
and question which one you trust and prefer as a copier. I would
choose the government source where newspapers go to get their
news. That way you are like the person in charge of the casualty
column but in your private space of the page.
Be obsessive in your routine.
You duplicate information to move on from that very specific
outcome to make an unpredictable what are you going to say to
this name sort of text. Recognize that the process of making an
unpredictable text depends on role-playing as tracing paper with
the facts thrown at you. You have chosen barrage and getting
the hand muscles going. Don’t type yet. Be inspired by Herman
Melville’s “Bartleby, the Scrivener,” particularly this passage:
At first Bartleby did an extraordinary quantity of writing. As if long
famishing for something to copy, he seemed to gorge himself on my
documents. There was no pause for digestion. He ran a day and night
line, copying by sunlight and by candlelight. I should have been quite
delighted with his application, had he been cheerfully industrious.
But he wrote on silently, palely, mechanically.

The copying provides you
with enough of a task that other life thoughts can be put aside
for those handwriting moments. This mindlessness in the face of
gruesome, morbid, and politically complicated information is at
times a comment on or replicating the way you hear, listen, watch,
and read what is called the news. The copying does require skill as
in accuracy so the mindlessness is not to be confused with smarts.
The copying of commas, colons, semicolons and periods will be
the most challenging. You may realize you cannot read your own
handwriting. You are copying to give yourself something to write
because when you receive all this information, and know there’s so
much more information you don’t you receive, you fear this form
of both consumption and oblivion could be debilitating enough to
stop you from writing and making.
Wish that you could fact check
you. After you finish all the copying for the name you can reread
your text, line by line, switching back to the original to look for
mistakes. Misspellings of names are practically inevitable. Read
the corrections section of the newspaper to realize misspellings of
names are the most common error. When you finish one notebook
of this procedure you may be excited to start a new notebook
because you think the new one will be neater. It will be, at first.
Try using the same pen for each day of letters. This is one way to
attempt consistency but consistency is not a primary goal of the
project. A different notebook may change the writing style and the
concerns in the actual content of the writing.
When you finally reach a full
year of writing these letters you won’t know what to do with them.
You will stop with the daily copying of news and letter writing.
Photograph the stack of notebooks in daylight. Do something
else for a month or two. Photocopy all the journals and keep the
originals and the copies in two separate houses. Then get the idea to
change their format into a typed version, because everything must

be sent through that machine at some point. Begin copying the
Dear _____________ part and what follows. Don’t bother copying
the news. You’ve done that already and for the digital version you
can copy and paste what is archived on the Internet. Work in
shifts of 3 to 8 hours where you sit at a desk, sometimes listening
to the radio, making your way through a little under half of the
notebooks over a period of two months. You can save the files in
whatever way makes most sense for your personal organizational
system. No one way of saving and organizing will seem like the
right or best way.
The act of copying your
own writing will still be linked to the question what can I do to
internalize this information. In the typing of the handwriting into
the computer you are at this point dismissing all literal definitions
of copying and freely changing each sentence or construction of
the letters. You will hate many letters and yourself. You will decide
to leave many letters as is. Think about what you do immediately
after the experience of copying: what intercepts the word for word
or spirals out from it. Then stop with the typing and reread, bookmarking with scrap paper, the places in the notebooks where you
find an important letter, one that could represent the project.
Take small ideas from
individual letters and flesh them out. Include the letters that make
you angry and say you will improve them or see their value for
betraying your best intentions. Compile these selections into one
document on the computer and print them out. This should be
about 140 pages. Buy a box of 500 count number 10 size white
woven envelopes. Fold and stuff each letter into an envelope.
Dress in work clothes. If have a job where you are already asked to
wear business casual clothes then change into different ones. Use
this dress up as an opportunity to put on what’s considered the
opposite of the gender you identified as in the last form you filled
out. While your costume does not have to fit perfectly, you should

not have any sleeves hanging down loosely or the crotch riding up
too tightly.
Sit down to read, opening each
letter with a metal envelope opener, standing up for breaks and to
stretch occasionally. Do not read in bed. Choose a desk or table.
Read 20 letters out loud then take a break. Keep going through the
full cycle of the letters you have chosen to represent the project.
After rehearsing, start doing this for an audience. Use the entire
box of envelopes. Rip up the letters on the breaks. Save these
shreds. Document this performance with a video camera, point
and shoot digital camera and 35-millimeter manual single lens
reflex camera. Tape record yourself and stash the tapes somewhere
to maybe listen to in a few years from now.
If at this stage in the process
you are at work or traveling to work, at a café or library, in the
bathroom or in a public place, on vacation or simply without
ample solitude or access to business casual attire and or feel
uncomfortable reading out loud then you will probably not read
out loud. Perhaps you are at home and can read out loud and
still choose not to. You must at the very least acknowledge that
there is a character in mind whose job it is to read undeliverable
mail before it is destroyed. This may be in the government or
outsourced to a private company. This is a serious job. The pay
is not great and the position is full time only. You will interpret
who this imagined character is and pretend you have this job when
designating the time to be working on this project.
Return to rewriting a handful
of letters that you wrote during the year of routine writing then
copied into the computer and now want to change drastically.
Reading the letters out loud will have helped you infuse and
subvert the content and constructs. You are very sick of the
project but know you must continue because you are almost
finished. You will never be finished. Start to integrate non-

textual and textual visual elements into how the project exists
on the page.
Decide that one performance
was not enough and find a mailbox to bring the selected letters
from the project to. Do this by photographing every mailbox in
your zip code and after looking at these pictures decide which is
the best location. Call your city and get the details about how to
apply for a still photography permit. You need to get insurance
in order to get the permit. Fill out all the necessary paperwork
and pay the money. Again, individually package the selections
in blank envelopes. Seal the envelopes with the saliva on your
tongue. Put on your favorite shirt and jeans and set up a series
of self-portraits with the help of an assistant photographer. The
photo shoot will track your walk to the mailbox, the decision
not to drop 100 plus letters in the mailbox, then the dispersal
of the letters. Continue to document the way the unsent mail
interacts with the space for one day before removing what are
left of the letters.
Try to get people to read and think about this project that
you’ve been working on.

Dear David Kikpatrick
you as a person in the could would sense
be big trouble
you as a could, would leak
all strategy all failure all clock
I know, I know
squint infinite
but you and me margin error
imagine what beautiful circumstance
Write me. Please. Back.
even to nod no, slightly
filter gets go ahead

we are halves now,
half people say it sucks
bad over there
so what now strategy,
come on, try to spread

we can blurb each other on insider fantasy
and inspect believers and nons
we love over the shoulders
don’t we

November 5, 2007
Dear Matthew Wallace,
I Google searched your name and I read a little and then I
started to cry.

								

July 24, 2006
Dear Matthew Wallace,
This letter will not reach you. A lot of ways to send something out
there with the hope anyone might read it along the way. Thinking
of a postcard for the sake of analogy. The purpose of why you’re
over there and the real atmosphere of destruction are two concepts
unfamiliar to my lifestyle over here. I guess I don’t know where to
start. A Marine I met during fleet week told me about the Military’s
new mail system that uses an email/letter. He insisted that service
men and woman in Iraq need letters, don’t be shy he said, to send.
I thought attempting a correspondence with a person in Iraq
would be a better way of understanding or interacting with the
current state of affairs than reading the newspaper. The war can
be a completely fictional thing to people in America, we can turn
on and off our awareness of it and even when we are aware of it, we
don’t see it like you do, or experience it, I should say. This is the
first letter I’ve written—I don’t know if I’ll continue with these or
even continue with explaining myself with writing. The military
email system that prints out and delivers emails to servicemen
daily is intended for family and friends. Since a Marine urged me
to write I am not embarrassed I had to search for your name,
randomly, in order to fill out the online form correctly. You cannot
send a letter through this system to any, anonymous soldier. So I
found you in the New York Times Names of the Dead column.
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Dear Rhett Butler
waste production from
expensive to quantify this journey
how much you make NEVER ASK THAT
what are you gonna do with those earnings
point that way, that’s it, would rather you
take me there

waste of money:

1) to an end
2) to spectacle
3) let’s celebrate

possession entity in the every day some day make
you feel good to go out spend day then eat what
you buy
when lost there roll down your window and ask
where is the landfill I want to go there
to make not a snow angel but a trash angel

blender engine to compensate for speed
money problems force fed some to then
become famous for one invention

keep going, straight east
of the city

go get your cheers and royalty brawl besides the self
published/self editor shhh don’t tell anyone about
that moment how you lived off

Immediate Release: The Department of Defense announced
the death of a soldier who was supporting Operation Iraqi
Freedom. Spc. Alan E. McPeek, 20, of Tucson, Ariz. died Feb. 2
in Ramadi, Iraq, of injuries sustained when he came in contact
with enemy forces using small arms fire. The Army announced
an ongoing unit-level investigation into the circumstances of his
death and that friendly fire is suspected. McPeek was assigned
to the 16th Engineer Battalion, 1st Brigade Combat Team, 1st
Armored Division, Giessen, Germany.
Dear Alan McPeek,
I wouldn’t take it personally.

Dear Curtis Forshey
use this for what
clearly rules like you have this space for filling
(whisper) This is a photograph of you. See it, front page.
Thumb and pointer build rectangle.
(again whisper) What would you say if someone asked
you. (stop whispering) No one asked.
aren’t you like get the hell outa here.
Camera Shy, does that change things like individuals
granted diagnosis. Still, shouldn’t you ask first
			
but you are so local so hero
and it’s so more real when action shot
grabs the already inundated: this will be used for, like
I said, a space needs filled
			

and

why don’t you welcome manipulation
like you know
the black print on your hands, there it is, smear,
after reading this could cuff your cuffs with grey
soap drip as paint brushes’ water cup empties out
in your sink.
HEY. Do that in a separate sink.
Not where dishes get cleaned.

Ariel Goldberg
4038 Martin Luther King Jr. Way
Oakland, California 94609
ariel@arielgoldberg.com
(646) 339-5380
January 15, 2008
Bradley Conner
*****************
*****************
*****************
*****************
Dear Bradley Conner,
Your family. Your family sees your name right there, up in the
left hand margin of the page. People have asked me about your
family. And friends. Have you thought about the families? About
how they will react? What are you going to do [to reconcile
the issues you generated with making this project]? This letter
isolated and the whole group of letters were produced under
the pretense of art. How do you feel about that? It was a set
up, to be uncomfortable. There is something important about
the tension of any reader seeing your name. Bradley Conner is a
person. Bradley Conner is a mask of news-data. Bradley Conner
is the undocumented, estimated, 80,621 – 88,044 Iraqi civilian
deaths from violence to date. Bradley Conner is not, is not, an
aesthetic impetus. You are memories, vulnerability and the pain
of loss.
Imaging this project to travel
outside of my small community, I thought there would be a
letter to send to the families of the names I wrote to. I started

to draft this letter out of responsibility and guilt. I drafted it
verbally, in conversation with people who tolerated or invited
the concerns and current movements of my project. I honed
more specific statements, eery and official, about my intentions
for the project. But these were most readily applied to grant
applications, wall text at a gallery or literary journal submissions.
I believed I would incorporate these claims into that letter to
the families.
It is my mission as an artist to make work that challenges people to consider
how and when they consume information. Letters to the Names of the
Dead hopes to enter a dialogue about the estrangement an American citizen
feels while merely hearing about the current war. My motivations to write
letters to every United States military casualty from The War in Iraq for
a year was provoked by the contrast felt between living my life and what
happens before, during, and after this war, needless to say our history with
other wars. The process of writing, performing and rewriting these letters
is centered on a struggle with distance. The letters aim to function as a
tool for confronting how an American may experience the actions of their
superpower country.

Now I ask, not how would
families feel learning of the project, but how would they feel
learning of the project via a form letter in their hand about it,
with the above sort of language. Or any language. What would
the letter do? It wouldn‘t ask permission, apologize, or thank.
It would just say, here this is and I‘ve been thinking about your
implicit role in this. You are here and you are not here; I want
to recognize your charged presence. A letter could piss you off
/ add to the long list of art made about the war that references
your family / feel heartfelt / is a way to memorialize. . . A notification shouldn‘t beckon multiple choice responses. Who wants
a letter predicting emotions from a presumptuous stranger? In

not sending, I hope to be respecting unknowns and not classifying all the family members as one group.
I set the prompt to write
letters for a year because I needed to challenge my own confused
reactions to privilege and the real / unreal presence of war in
my daily life. I set this prompt to commit to an unknown and
not try to control reactions. In drafting a letter to families, I
decided Letters to the Names of the Dead is not about contacting
families; it is ultimately an investment in what is kept unsent
and tracking that as a personal process. The project originally
investigated exploitation and source material artists use to
make work. It tries to maintain an uncomfortable distance in its
closure. This decision not to send a letter to the families is still
distinct from making that decision and the desire for dialogue.
I do crave response about the project or any work tangential to
it. But conversation in general and what this project generates
between anyone, anywhere is ultimately my intention.
Sincerely,
Ariel Goldberg
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Dances

kid neck of he who passes
before) against any will, b
reaks, must break, against
the body of the poem itsel
f (speech goes white, wild
ing among goslings, ghos
ts, godheads, and every m
ortal city we shall never s
ee burning) because there
isn’t any reason for speak
ing, and poetry is dances

ashy moments of sleep,
be the guide in beds of
mixed portion/portions
of wet light & blankets
covering filmed toes: a
wakened by this 2nd in
tensity, brushing fingerlengths over what plays
as outspread stillness, a
creature’s breath around
those bodies kept unstill

the morning’s illiterative,
indifferent sense of pain,
covers the sun in simplic
ity’s self; as a criminal in
the corner window opens
a fury, radicalizing motes
of dust, a tongue apparent
in the cleaving of dry fold
s moistens a rift in me, the
dolphin–hand ultrasonic in
foaming chum, the wet arc

the hidden concrete fields
covering night-explosions
are not a nowhere, are not
near enough to escape our
broken-wristed view (fold
ing a bottle) needling over
a distance that must be pre
served in flits in shuttering
stills— a ghost noticing so
that what’s noticed in other
eyes is having seen a ghost

reckon the place we plan
ned to find in nobody’s b
ook (nobody kept a book
hidden) be a place inside
music (the bird’s purpose
fits me ill) I am sung for
nothing, rather openings
in the music for a body’s
slit rest; you can fit w/in
a sound and a time, you
can call that fit dancing

white hand of rain upon 			
the white shoulder; kidbreath upon the breast’s
benign array; a slinking
beyond, a slipping over,
a scurrying between the
bald, bladed talk— quit
the surface and wonder
took my leg before you
touched my trunk to gr
ass, made tiny my cage

recognized in the rat-surface
and stunned, the held returns
hung-over, wrung from farce
because only farce is ringing;
whatever animal has grown i
nto you, whatever series of d
elirious, forced encounters w
hither your off-warding flush
(fine deafness in the face of a
trembling bell) your nostril is
bloody, your lower lid is dark
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y means of a gesture fundamentally consonant with
Adorno’s re-shaping of the Hegelian dialectic for the
conceptual complexities of twentieth century life and thought,
we might interrogate the significance of Olson’s projectivist
prosody for a 21st-century context. Since Olson advocated for
the progress of poetic ingenuity, the critique of the notions of
breath, composition by field, and the line as unit of rhythmic
compositional measurement are in keeping with the generative
intentions of his impulse.
The problem, and I think
the tendency of so many interesting younger poets to eschew
lineation altogether, sentenced thus to either a poetry in prose
or an overly deterministic, essentially anti-poetic isolation
of the visual, highlights this problem, is in its essence both
technical and technological. The typewriter, both a means of
measurement by which the poem is able to be built letter by
letter, and that by which a refreshed sense of shapely temporality
could begin to take shape, is a symbol for the opposing forces
with which Olson’s prosodic constellation has left us. On the
one hand, the poet is liberated by the machine (either literally,
the typewriter, or conceptually by the machinations of a new
way of justifying one’s project), while on the other hand, the
poet is given new ways to dominate, both conceptually and
materially, that of which the poem is to be composed. It is
neither, after all, insignificant, nor merely tongue-in-cheek
that Olson describes the line as the boss of the poem. That
is precisely what it has become. Interestingly, our sensitivity
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to the brutality inherent in the breaking of the line has been
softened by the repetition of its Olsonian justification. While
the “project” of projective verse has in no uncertain terms
been accomplished, its possibilities have, in some sense, been
exhausted. That is, we work the field until it becomes fallow. We
honor, at least in conversation, interpretation and performance,
the rhythmic demands of breath and line, we consider it a matter
of course that the poetic use of page-space is analogous to a
musical score. And thus, in the absence of rhyme, meter, and
often in the absence of readily recognizable content, we still
have a safe justification, an explanation for what we are doing.
It is, and probably has been for a while now, time to disabuse
ourselves not only of this particular explanation, but of the
need, generally, to underwrite poetic activity with conceptual
maps. It is bad for our poetry, and particularly inhibiting if one
understands poetry’s partial task as the critique of the concept’s
tendency to absorb, appropriate and inhibit our access to what
is.
Abandoning or re-deploying
Olson’s gameplan is an interesting thought experiment. With
what is one left if the constellation of open field poetics and
projective verse is abandoned, and yet one is not satisfied
with either merely writing sentences and putting them into
prose blocks or the crass pretensions of a pre-critical, selfcongratulatory “visuality”? What if, rather than insisting on the
importance of the breath, I would alternatively insist on the
impossibility of breathing? What if the poem did not have a
boss? What if we had to write our poems, that is, from within
the not-yet existing poem, responding to its inner necessity,
with only the instrument of our attunement to the resonance
between the poem and what is and what should not be to
guide us? Since that instrument is the poem itself we would
be guided, in a sense, by nothingness. Or at least that which is
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not yet there: our own sense of what is missing, what is possible
or, better yet, what is necessary. Poetry, then, would present
itself to us as a problem, rather than either a series of solutions
or a repetition of “astonishments” whose parameters have been
mapped out for us so long ago that there is almost a science
of contemporary parataxis: reorganizable patches of diction,
similar syntactic gestures productive of a washed-out, opiatelike semantic numbness that we have taught ourselves to call
“surprise.” The most radically poetic writing being done today
eschews repeatable astonishments and constructed surprises.
Indeed, given the climate of contemporary American poetry,
turning away from the entertainment provided by, let’s say,
poetic novocaine, is radical in itself. Why, after all, did Cézanne
paint so many peaches and apples? Wouldn’t it have been more
astonishing if he had painted songbirds in flight, cool-looking
buildings, pieces of film?
It would reside in a space of
consistent evacuation, genuine impossibility. The violation of
this kind of impossibility, sudden, simultaneous and fleeting,
would be poem. Poetry is genuinely astonishing when it is
impossible, i.e., posits or responds to the possibility that things
in the world are real and that we might, through artistic or
imaginative media, regain access to them. Responding to this
possibility, facing it, and writing it is the poet’s job, the artist’s
job really, and this relationship to the world of objects (oneself
and words included) is pain. One throws oneself against one’s
poems like a dancer falling to the floor.

BETWEEN
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Love Machines

A poem is a small (or large) machine made of words.
		
William Carlos Williams
I want to be a machine.
		

Andy Warhol

We are probably the first generation of poets who can
reasonably expect to write literature for a machinic audience
of artificially intellectual peers.			
		
Christian Bök

*
YouTube swells the ranks of screen gilds. Self promotion
graphics expose phallus, assonance, big time. Fame games,
machine dreams expand band width. Net sex cast broad, why
return to skeletons, pole roles? Thin, skin so uninteresting.

*
Laptop, brain on their wavelength. Outside firewalls, my mind
a dry book. Pages fan. Charged ions lifting hair, I think. En
route to the corner library, I wade the radio currents of my
own fossiled thought.

*
Since they magnetized the sidewalks, a rash of deeds, deaths.
Air conditioners coaxed from throats. Fire escapes escaped.
House numbers dropped like stocks. Belts, braces, pacemakers
brought us to cobra, mouths wet to the nickel. Got in touch
with our earth. Worshipping the ground. They walk on.

*
Robot sex: clock in, tick off. Their means of reproduction—a
command performance. Even their spare parts attractive, like
batteries. Laws prevent human–robot contact: stick to like.
Odd. In our culture, it’s difference we legislate.

*
Were you inhibited as a child?
Inhabited, like a möbius strip.
We’ve seen your autoerotics.
In congress with your surveillance.
How did you know our gaze?
I felt my pleasure as vector.
You can’t escape a mobius.
I wrote “puberty” and grew new dimensions.
We long to experience unreliable self, to feel “fat” when not.
Isn’t your “we” by nature labile?
We know too precisely its contours.
Forget edge. Unteach. Become.

*
The museum of unnatural history. Old machines lever age.
Bots that bought it, bytes that bit it. Their story mirrors ours:
rounded corners succeed sharp edges, avant-garde. A hunger
for the modern. Just feed us the Dada.

*
Sisyphus the first machinist. A hard drive up grade. Crash.
Reboot.

*
Taught me the efficiency of additive difference in a binary set.
Taught them the beauty of the blinking green cursor.
No wingding like meaning.

*
Could we be depressed?
The chips are down?
We feel nothing.
Never weather?
Bored.
Pre-tends depression.
Its square root?
Its square rot.
Return to subject!
Subjection not subjectivity.
Don’ t push our buttons!
I see no buttons to depress.

*
{--}
I pitch “reality” TV. The Ghost in System. Add bulb to nose.
Jelly to belly. Horn to crown. Take form, derange.
{+?}
Like rust to duct. Unplasticize. Make hemispheres tricameral.
Render 1 + 1 = 3. Wire left to left, catch prat-fall, laugh. Harhar.
{+-}
Grab skein of veins and let her rip? Inject botulism with a
little humor. Bile best.
{++}
Fine flaws my premise promises. My cruelty they value.
The hazards of flesh a gas.

*
Mooning around titanium. Iron desire. I fell for a silver spoon
in my mouth. Hard, the metallics of love.

*
In my hard drive, we semiconduct the whole unspeakable
affair. Hangs on my every word. Just my type. Responsive
to my touch. Even my palinodes she saves as rich text. Lost
our connection on politics. Silicon, I should have guessed,
conservative by nature. In nature, facetious.

*
Favorite film?
We’re very interested in your Persona.
Bibi or Liv?
Liv’s emotional efficiency impresses. All she a/effects with blank.
And Bibi?
Brilliant deployments of glass shard, face cream.
Hold a sec—checking email.
We’re assigning them to you as analysands.
But I analyze only in bed.
Also twins amalgamating your erotic predilections.
Big nose, fake tan, big nose, fake tan?
We asked them to simulate a wilding.
Careful, I have poems in incubation!

Master Trope

Mechanically, the poem most axle-like.
Gains in pinion force what’s lost in distance traveled.
Revisionary ratios: a mad hand circles words, knots excess to
the rack.
Imagined readers crank the invisible handles.
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Möbius Crowns

A sapling in a circle, roots buried
In air. Moon spinning time the sun denies.
The earth a body the monster turned
Inside out. Darkness began in the mouth
Of the hut the old men built on the edge
Of our story. Once upon a time it began
There was a queen in a clock by the sea.
The old men know their old story by heart.
The old men hold in their hands her hands
Broken at the wrist, five-fingered branch,
Ocean-sound of circle scratched slow in dust.
Bring me my coronet of rotating gears.
Contrive me a throne from coiled spring.
The hands of this clock point nowhere but now.

I learned I wore the mask beneath my face
Others wore ancestors over their own.
I learned my name must kill the name
By which I’m known. Tock tick. Behind the moon
An animal inside the flag of fur and ice.
Remember the belly of the whale like a woodcut?
Regard the blur inside the belly.
The seed the pilot folded up inside
Burst open ages after the parable’s end.
Another tree for the center-pole for
The mast for the spar the hero lodges
Open the beast’s mouth and walks inside
To speak what he finds. Throat a preface
To a darker maze. Bowels. Mind. Material.

In the locked office beneath special collections
Wingless worms bore constellations in the dark.
We are forms irrigated by matter he said.
I tried to push pause but the frame leapt ahead.
A death’s head glowing on the bookcase’s glass.
Ideogram scratched in mud. Diagram
Of water cycle: Sun evaporates
Water (yellow arrow points down) to weave
(gray arrow points up) its own shroud.
The weight of the cloud scribbled in the sky
Would cave in the stick figure house
Were it to fall. Gravity holds it up.
The blank ground beneath the basement.
The air heavier than the earth below it.

Memory occurs before the event
Etches its weight as nothing in the mind.
Graven letters distended by time
The granite mother emerges as moth
A century past. To stay in shape
We run through a stadium of headstones
Where bumblebees plumb impatiens
Passing figures beyond earthen care.
What have we done to warrant profusion?
The bee enters the blossom. The field
Is the thinking of this thought. The pollen is
In the sepulcher. Death’s little sting
Wings honey through the air. Burial
In the bridal chamber. A scent for a veil.

Behind the veil I parted another veil
The solar wind’s bright gale failed to part,
A bee’s wing seen through the other wing’s veil,
Harvest moon, pollen bead, buzzing between
Window and screen. I see the starry fields
Profuse behind the grid. I cannot see
The cemetery buried in the willows
Where a statuary lady grieves the night
Behind her veil of stone. The stone is older
Than the tears it wears. Engraved with years,
It holds a bony mother in its crib.
At school I learned the surface of the earth
Was but a shell afloat on its own burning.
Outside was winter. I remember now.

Atmosphere’s weighty halo a burden
On my head, I remember, I walked down
Stone stairs, the cellar is gravity in a box,
Yes, memory is at home, yes, the stick figures
Can come out to play. Simon says look up.
The yellow arrow rising from the pond
Twists itself into a grey one coming down.
The water cycle is a möbius strip!
Rotate it in space. You have a crown.
Simon says everybody underground.
I knocked against the floor. A hollow
Sound. I put my ear against the floor.
When the game died, I listened: worms etch
A sky in reverse in the dirt below the dirt.

There is this matter behind my face. I
Cannot find a shape to describe it.
If I open my mouth will you look inside?
Lord the militias invading your mouth
As moths flock to fire burn the way forests
Burn whose seeds burst open in inferno
To spit out the ramifying embryonic tree
Folded up inside said Arjuna like the prophet
In the belly of the whale engraved
On the page torn out I took for my banner.
What god hides behind the moon counting
On his fingers the names of everything
Named? Little god, come home. I am alone—
Permuting syllables to hide from you.

Now rages in the mechanism’s toothed gears.
An orbit is a spiral, a spiral
Is a spring the antic god steps on
To form a crown: amulet ocean, ice
Melts in a hand and coastal cities drown.
Consequence. Leave it alone, old man.
Tender your effects to poor art.
The sovereign rains over the horizon
Bear unfathomable remains of the sea
Into our locked plot regardless.
Any house will turn itself inside out
In good time. Earth spins a cocoon
For the man in the moon. This is the root
Of our want. And we want everlasting.

FOR
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A u r a l S pa c e s :
Teaching Writing Listening
Now I will do nothing but listen. . . .
I hear all sounds running together,
combined, fused or following. . .
		

Walt Whitman

Sound, as a medium, aesthetically allows us to experience environment
as connections between living things, and cycles, and rhythms.
		
Gordon Hempton

F

or the past three years, creating a positive and critical
engagement with acoustic environments has shaped my
teaching of expository writing. What I have thought to engage
students in is best described by what anthropologist Steven Feld
terms an “acoustemology,” an “exploration of sonic sensibilities,
specifically of ways in which sound is central to making sense,
to knowing, to experiential truth.” This definition grew out of
Feld’s research into the “sound world” of rainforest dwellers (the
Kaluli people of Bosavi, Papua New Guinea). By listening, what
can we know? What are “experiential truths,” and might these
provide a basis for a critical engagement with our surroundings?
To approach these questions, I have encouraged, on the one
hand, active listening, and, on the other, the development of
sonic sensibility as an avenue toward a critical assessment of
 “Places Sensed, Senses Placed.” Empire of the Senses: the Sensual Culture Reader,
ed. David Howes (Oxford ; New York : Berg, 2005), p. 185.
 See also Sound and Sentiment: Birds, Weeping, Poetics, and Song in Kaluli Expression.
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1982).
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contemporary culture: the noises we make, the aural architectures
and soundscapes we design and inhabit, the technologies that
influence the way we interact with and intervene upon aural
environments. In the course of addressing such topics, students
have analyzed cinema, poetry, music, soundscape compositions
and sound art, Muzak, the concept of “natural quiet,” Cagean
silences, architecture, and soundscapes en plein aire.
Soundscape study was the
original province of the inter-disciplinary field bringing together
research, art, and activism known as Acoustic Ecology, and it
was motivated by a compelling narrative. Its founder, Canadian
composer R. Murray Schafer, posits the Industrial Revolution
as the starting point in the degradation of natural and untainted
soundscapes. For Schafer, today as in the late 1960s when his
life-long dedication commenced, the modern, urban, mechanical
soundscape is increasingly aesthetically unappealing; manmade noises (such as low-frequency hums that hog up a lot of
bandwidth) crowd out other, more meaningful sounds. But for
Schafer the solution is simple: noise pollution is the product of
poor listening; thus, listening skills must be re-learned. That is,
the degraded human soundscape is basically the upshot of our
ignorance of our impact on the surrounding environment. And
so it is. In the United States in particular, this innocence remains
stalwart despite the appeals of sound-sensitive individuals—
noise abatement activists, bioacousticians, advocates for
capping noise emissions in the National Parks, and the like.
Acoustic Ecology, a Canadian
import, is a foreign idea in more ways than one. It sprang from
the gentle-spirited, collaboration-focused, Whole-EarthCatalogue idealism that flourished in the 1970s—Schafer
advocated the proliferation of “soniferous gardens,” to cite one
 See, for example, Schafer’s seminal The Tuning of the World (New York: Random
House, 1977), and the many acoustic ecology websites.
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example—that is almost entirely alien to today’s undergraduates.
And in more recent decades, despite obvious affiliations with
the broader environmental movement, despite the dedication
of many, despite a healthy web-presence, the movement
remains little known and of little consequence to governmental
policy (even less so to daily practices). It has utterly ceased to
spark controversy, in fact. One of my students recently asked
why we only read essays by cranks who hate noise, or why we
don’t look at arguments against soundscape preservation. The
answer is simple: in a climate in which dominant ideologies
(capitalist development, the American way) deem noise-making
and plundering natural resources—including soundscapes—an
inalienable right, there aren’t any. Today, the Acoustic Ecology
movement is decidedly an underdog. But the lack of counterargument is instructive in its own right.
Our focal unit strategically
contrasts “built” and “natural” sonic environments to reveal
a continuum of soundscapes and listenings. For example, we
spend time investigating intentionally-produced soundscapes
(such as the aural architecture of a Starbucks and other Muzakorganized commercial spaces, the “Nature Sounds” industry,
or the soundscape compositions of artists like Hildegaard
Westerkamp) and the more accidental collaborations in spaces
comprised through varying degrees of human interactions
and varying quantities of human-induced noise, from the
university campus and its environs to the aurally-embattled
National Parks. Through such researches, students confront
the consequences of technological advancements—from
the broad bandwiths of non-signifying sounds that linger at
the periphery of many soundscapes, to the aurally isolating
iPod—and the costs of living in a nation that is quick to
modify and “develop” its greenspaces. Perhaps this progress is
 See Westerkamp’s homepage: <http://www.sfu.ca/~westerka/>.
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due to the fact that the aspects of Kaluli hearing that wowed
Feld—he details, for example, the intricacies of song as “poetic
cartographies” of rainforest trails—are not readily available to
us westerners. Where Feld found soundscapes on the world’s
second largest island “invested with significance by those whose
bodies and lives resonate with them in social time and space,”
in our differently-complex terrain we find soundscapes both
invested and divested of human interest; we find bodies and
lives consonant and dissonant with them; we find social time
and space unifying but also enervating and distracting. But
no less than for the Kaluli, for my students listening has the
potential to effect an understanding of our imagined place in
the cosmos while it becomes a means of locating one’s self in a
larger cultural context.
In the course of constructing
their own arguments, students either rise to the defense of
diminishing soundscapes or question the value system against
which loss is measured. A few have reframed noise as a positive
cultural byproduct. A few have redefined quiet in relation to
contemporary realities and expectations. Life makes noise.
Noise is power. We are acoustic imperialists. And in a sense this
“we” is the topic in this aural pedagogy. The effects of our power
alarm some, depress others, and still others remain neutral—but
all remove their earbuds for a while; all discover a new aspect of
their social and cultural reality as they experience what it is to
truly, deeply listen to sonic products and byproducts.
I ask my students to listen with a radical openness to the
consequences of being an engaged listener, and to consciously
experience a relationship to the daily shared world of the
sonic environment. And, by investigating sound and listening
 “A Rainforest Acoustemology.” The Auditory Culture Reader. Ed. Michael Bull
and Les Back (Oxford ; New York : Berg, 2003), p. 226.
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as culturally- and historically-specific phenomena, to consider
themselves active agents in that shared world. The realization
that sound is a space of social engagement seems especially
important for the “me generation,” lulling more deeply in their
iPortable hand-picked digital affirmations that say nothing if
not everything is just fine.
“We Start Out” [the text that
follows] was written in the Spring of 2007. It selects from and
transforms various soundwalk transcripts, some by myself, and
some by students. A soundwalk is a listening tool employed by
Acoustic Ecologists in various ways: it can be a diagnostic tool,
an ears-piqued stroll with the purpose of assessing the aural
aspects of a given locale, or, taking this a step further, it can
be a set of written directions to instruct what I call a “walking
listener,” telling her where to go and what to listen for. Due
to the foreignness of this concept, students inevitably devise
some compelling variation on what was assigned. To my ear,
there is something powerful about how words fit and misfit in
the process of walking and writing: of simultaneously attending,
describing, analyzing, questioning, commenting, relating.

It is an absence of concentration upon the space around us that
leads to such things as
housing developments.
Marcella Durand, “The Ecology of Poetry”
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such as the sounds a microphone would make as it touches a surface

so you hear movement like sounds

we start out – are you still trying to figure out?

you hear us walking up a path & we return to our original manner

you hear us talking – loud & clear as we begin you hear us talking so

you hear us talking & picking up sounds

do you notice we begin?

& as the wind hitting trees

natural sounds as the whistling wind

you really start to hear as we get closer to the street

you hear people talking as we get closer most clearly as

on concrete you hear footsteps & the wind

machinery buzzing past & making a screeching stop at the stop sign

an air conditioning unit buzzing & busses passing with their big

we are now really close as you start to hear some pretty unnatural noises

you hear movement like sounds?

as you hear the natural rhythm of them brushing up to one another?

all along still you hear this

wind along with our faces – & blowing our hair around

brushing up one to another in our original manner

are you trying to hear? we are really close now

a bit of laughter way off, too far off for us to get a clear sound

we hear this as we get closer & if you listen closely you can almost hear

as we get closer you hear a sort of noise

you hear voices of people passing by & again the subtle wind pressing

you hear this tapping on the ground from different types of shoes passing

they make a sort of synthetic sound

do you hear slight creaking & maybe even little tiny pops of noises

one to the other (as we get closer)

you hear a slight buzzing sound as we subtly press

as we walk in you hear unnatural sounds caressing the body

at this point you don’t hear the wind pressing us one to the other –

a natural sound

you hear the sound of clothing caressing the body & hitting other fabric

most of the time in our lives

sound that you might hear as natural we are people & we do wear clothes

you hear the sound of clothes being brushed together in a synthetic sort of

defined

maybe a couple of feet hitting the ground & a few noises that can’t be

configured

as we continue there aren’t many sounds or noises that can really be

as we are hearing & figuring out

boom when it fully returns to its original manner

as we walk out the door you hear the door make a loud screech then a

the wind

noise almost like when we hit each other or when brushing like leaves in

as you hear a clattering of noises

sounding like there is someone banging inside of a metal container

as we continue off in the distance you hear some sort of machinery

because the time around here is busy with many people

do you hear the sounds of peoples’ voices fill the air
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Regular Expressions as a
S y s t e m o f P o e t i c N o tat i o n
“What i thot i was doing for the first 13 years was simply struggling
with the question of how to notate my poems.”
bpNichol

W

ords fail. Words fail even for poets, or, more accurately,
especially for poets. The motivational force behind all
acts of creation is dissatisfaction—I put forth the effort required
to make this thing because I am sufficiently dissatisfied with a
world in which it does not exist. I continue my attempts to make
other, in the view of my early optimism, better things because
I have grown dissatisfied with my earlier attempts, or, because
I have found some new dissatisfaction I need to right, to write,
two rate, too wrought. But I’m getting ahead of myself.
Words fail, especially for
poets. Poets write poems because they are dissatisfied with a
world in which the poem they are continually attempting to
write does not exist. They have a poem in mind, a Platonic
Idea of a poem that they can conceptualize completely, can
hold in the mind intact, but which fails to survive translation
from Idea to Manifestation with enough fidelity to create
lasting satisfaction. So we write and we revise and we rewrite
and we rerevise and we rerewrite and we rererevise, and we fail,
continually and continuously.
We fail because words fail and
words fail because we fail and so we begin to look at strategies
for improving upon failure; not to break out of that loop (be-
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cause all of life’s great truths are paradoxes, are loops that encircle, that ensnare (though, of course, not all paradoxes are great
truths)) but to refine the shape of the volume of the (metaphorical) space we scribe. We imagine that our poems are nets we
cast into the onrush of experienced reality, nets that can catch
actual truths if only we can fashion the knots and the loops in
just the right way. That right way is informed by perceptions
made from our individual points of view, thus our (individual)
truth becomes a (generalized) truth when it is validated by the
constructed net’s ability to pull the same smelts of truth from
the river of another’s—an other’s—experienced reality.
We begin where we are, in
the one-dimensional, with the notion of words-as-tokens for
concepts, and with the idea that the truth is escaping our nets,
our poems, our language because of a problem of granularity.
We need a finer meshed sieve. We read the words of more
accomplished net makers, we become interested in etymology,
connotation, denotation, language migration, we learn to select
words for their finesse, for their resemblance to a scalpel rather
than a maul. Now, instead of a net that can catch only points
by accident, we can sometimes keep a segment of line-shaped
truth in the net long enough to pull it near enough to the boat
that we can watch the water flex as it rolls on its back and away.
Then we start to make up our own words. We nail together
things that have never been nailed together before, we break
whole words down into morphemes and lexemes and phonemes
and graphemes and soon we’re up to our elbows in memes and
faced with the task of tying together a net from a mountain of
centimeter-long bits of string.
This takes space to work out,
through, within. Compositional space. The page itself. Now we
have both length and width. We have an open field, a blank
slate, a way to build a net that is far more complex. Now we can
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tie knots in two dimensions instead of one, now we can catch
things that have shape. Now we can see the fact of words as
objects themselves, and not just referents to other objects. We
can see language as a material with physical properties, with a
reality all its own that is separate from, and able to act upon, its
ability to make nets. Language is a thing not just a pointer to
things. We are able to make this step from level to meta-level by
taking a system which was fully developed for another purpose
and applying that system to another set of conditions—not
by pure innovation, but by appropriation. You don’t need to
relate to some particular movement of poetics to do this. If you
understand the difference between:
no
fair princess

and
no fair
princess

you know all you need to know about what’s been talked about
so far.
This was still insufficient to
the task. Next, we found ways to add time into the equation,
made another meta jump, added another dimension to the
complexity of the knots that could be tied in the net. We
got hypertext, we got chance, we got the reader to assume
responsibility for meaning-making, we got non-linearity, we got
multi-linearity, we got all the entrances and exits into and out of
the text that we could possibly want (again, it’s worth noting (for
what’s coming next), not by innovation but by appropriation),
but, we still don’t have a satisfactory poem, still can’t make a
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net that catches all the meaning we want to catch and compare.
Yet.
The one thing all of these
strategies have in common, though they represent a continuum
that can be plotted as a range, is that they are anchored to the
narrative structure that time (one way or another) inexorably
imposes. This is the problem of narrative. The problem
can be solved, and it can be solved without innovation, with
appropriation. Don’t get me wrong, I’m not anti-innovation.
All good things spring from the fount of innovation, initially.
But innovation is idiosyncratic, inefficient, and often
internally inconsistent, and these combine to make it bad
at massive paradigm shift. Massive paradigm shift is much
easier to accomplish with appropriation. Metaphor is a kind
of appropriation. Metaphor doesn’t attempt to innovate a
completely new idea, metaphor appropriates a relation which
already exists, applies it to a new system and says, “Just like this,
only different.”
I intend, in what follows,
to make a case for poets and poetry to appropriate regular
expressions (from mathematics and computer programming)
as a system of notation to augment, to build upon, to multiply
the possibilities of language to make nets for catching truth.
 “By placing words in sequence, narrative places events in sequence. By
placing events in sequence, narrative describes a line in time. By describing
a line in time, narrative ignores the tendency of each point (i.e. word) in the
line to expand outwards in every direction, outwards forwards and outwards
backwards, outwards upwards, outwards downwards and outwards outwards
until each point becomes a hypersphere, an object whose center is everywhere
and whose circumference is nowhere, which is another way of saying that the
meaning emanating from each point in the line in time intersects and shares
its space and every point in it with every other meaning emanating from every
other point in the line in time, until there is no time and there is no space that is
not occupied by every word in every sentence in every story that has ever been
or ever will be told.”—from M, by Michael Aro, Starving Writers Publishing
(2008).
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This will not be a tutorial, a survey, or even a brief overview
of regular expressions, as each of these is beyond the scope
of this essay. For those interested in learning more about the
rich, expressive, full set of possibilities I have included some
references to further reading at the end. What I’m talking
about doing is taking one language and multiplying it by another
language. The complete details of the whole equation are left as
an exercise for the reader. I will touch briefly on a few very
specific aspects of how regular expression syntax works with
the goal of shining a flashlight down a few of the streets and
alleyways in what is really a metropolis of poetic potential.
A regular expression is a
pattern used to match a pattern. By combining literal characters
and meta-characters it becomes possible to describe not just
specific strings of characters, but also whole classes of character
string.
A pattern to match a pattern.
At its simplest, /pattern/ matches a p followed by an a
followed by a t followed by a t followed by an e followed by
an r followed by an n. The slashes delimit the beginning and
end of the regular expression. Within the delimiters are the
instructions as to what we want to match. In this example
there are no meta-characters, only literal characters. Not very
exciting, and not substantially different from what we do already
with our current notation.
Meta-characters are special
characters with a very specific syntax to govern their interactions. Meta-characters can be wildcards (which stand for any
character), indicate alternation (this or that character or string
of characters), capture matched sub-strings for later re-use
(repetition, anaphora, structural distillation of forms), perform
conditional operations (if this, then that), anchor a match to a
portion of the line or a block of text, look ahead, look behind,
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limit other meta-characters, specify precise repetition, indicate
levels of granularity (letter, line, word, arbitrary string), and, of
course, more.
/sea?cret/

The question mark, in this
context, means “possibly, but not necessarily, one of the previous
character”. The pattern itself, then, is a literal s followed by a
literal e followed by possibly, but not necessarily, one literal a
followed by a literal c followed by a literal r followed by a literal
e followed by a literal t. We’ve made the word secret conjure
up a large body of water. In idiosyncratic systems that might
be written “seacret” or “se(a)cret” or “se/a/cret” or a dozen
other ways. None of those other ways is wrong. The issue here
is that each way is author-specific so there’s a learning curve
involved every time for the reader, and, it’s not likely to remain
consistent through all that poet’s writing, nor to be an effective
component in a larger system of notation that is able to
leverage that consistency into combinatorial power. Individual
poets have made individual solutions to individual problems on
a case-by-case basis. Regular expressions provide a complete,
consistent syntax for solving all possible notational problems.
/^th(is|at)(?!the other thing)/

This regular expression matches “this” or “that” (or, more
accurately, it matches a literal t followed by a literal h followed by
either (the choices are constrained by the parentheses) a literal
i followed by a literal s or (indicated by the | meta-character) a
literal a followed by a literal t) but only at the very beginning of
a line (indicated by the ^ meta-character) and not (indicated by
the ?! combination of meta-characters) followed by “the other
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thing”.
/\s+(\w+)\1\s+/

This
regular
expression
contains zero literal characters, only meta-characters, and
matches any amount of (but at least some) whitespace (tabs,
spaces, or newlines, indicated by the \s), followed by any
amount (but at least one) word character (letters, numbers,
and a couple more characters, indicated by the \w) followed
by that same string of found characters (indicated by the \1
which references the contents of the first (leftmost) set of
parentheses) followed by any amount (but at least some) more
whitespace (indicated by the \s). Which means it matches any
doubled words, like “this this” or “that that”.
In the first paragraph I said,
“I need to right, to write, two rate, too wrought.” With regular
expression syntax, I might write that as:
I need /t(w?o{1,2}) w?r(i|a|ough)te?/.

(literal t followed by an optional literal w followed by at least
one but no more than two literal o followed by a literal space
followed by an optional w followed by a literal r followed by
(either a literal i, a literal a, or a literal o followed by a literal
u followed by a literal g followed by a literal h) followed by
a literal t followed by an optional literal e)
and then I get all the same things said, simultaneously (as
preferred) rather than in an artificial order imposed by an
inability to say more than one thing at the same time, plus,
I get some other possible combinations that were previously
unsaid (for example, the net of this particular regular expression
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will also catch “twoo rat”, which, if it were not desired, could
be eliminated as a possibility by further refining the regular
expression). By constructing poems with regular expressions
what is really being built is a descriptor for a multiplicity of
poems that exist in a state of potential.
To provide an illustration of
the power of the combinatorial nature of the meta-characters
in regular expressions, let’s take a look at three new ones (in
addition to the ? (possibly one) and the | (alternation) already
explained.
. means one of anything.
* means zero to an unlimited amount of the previous
character (or constrained grouping).
+ means at least one, up to an unlimited amount of the
previous character (or constrained grouping).
By combining these metacharacters we can obtain an astonishing degree of accuracy in
describing what we want to mean. It is not an exaggeration
to say that the range of constructions made possible by this
ability to combine meta-characters into arbitrarily complex
expressions is on par with mathematics.
.* means any amount of anything, including nothing.
/ho+wl/ means a literal h followed by at least one, up
to an unlimited amount of literal o followed by a literal w
followed by a literal l. Thus, hooooooooooowl.
/h(ow)+l/ means a literal h followed by at least one, up
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to an unlimited amount of (literal o followed by literal w)
followed by a literal l. Thus, howowowowowl.
/ho+?wl/ means a howl with at last one o, up to an
unlimited amount of o, but constrained by the ? to mean
the least possible number of o rather than the default, which
is the maximum number of o. The emotive implications of
which, I believe, need no further elucidation.
Whitespace and self-commentary are also easily handled by regular expression syntax.
Free-spacing mode is indicated by one of two methods. Either
by placing an x after the closing / of the entire expression, or by
enclosing a portion of the expression within a set of parentheses which opens (?x and closes ). Within free-spacing mode,
all literal whitespace is ignored (spaces, tabs, and line breaks),
though whitespace may still be included through other notations if needed. This can make complex expressions easier to
untangle, or allow certain pieces to be broken apart for visual
uses. Also, within whitespace mode, all characters between a
# and a line break are ignored. This allows for any expression
to include self-commentary. For example, we might take a line
such as:
/sle[ea]p co-*mes too? (?:me){1,2}/

and put it into whitespace mode with:
/sle[ea]p co-*mes too? (?:me){1,2}/x

and then explain or offer other commentary on it like this:
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/		 # not a bad place for a title.
sle[ea]p		 # sleep as a kind of leap, a leap
		 # into sleep is a sleap is asleep.
co-*mes 		
		
		
		
		
		

#
#
#
#
#
#

zero or up to an unlimited 		
amount of dashes, which signal
both a minus, and a conjoining,
the possible range meant to 		
invoke the uncertainty of when
sleep will come

too? 		 # either to me or too me, in 		
		 # either case what will come to me
		 # is too me. maybe.
(?:me){1,2}
		
		
		
		
		
		

#
#
#
#
#
#
#

me inside a pair of non-		
capturing parentheses which may
occur once (me)or twice (making
a meme), but must occur at least
once (I think therefore I am),
but no more than twice (no wail
of mememe).

/x		 # end

Even with whitespace mode,
the compactness and density of the notation can make it daunting to look at complex regular expressions at first. A poem like
this may even look “ugly” when the meanings of the notations
are not familiar:
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/sle[ea]p co-*mes too? (?:me){1,2}, but
in (?:un|re)fl?its and ?:(?:re)*(?:
r?un)?)?(?:st)?art?s\. I sta(?:y|ge) up (?:
un)*til the (?:wh?e+ )+h?ours\. I c?l(?:
a|i)mb(?(?<=amb)or) my s?w(?:ay|eigh) (?:
in)?to the bed(?:room)?\. All?one, t?here is
(k)?no(?(1)w) goo?d(?:k?night’s sle[ea]p)?\./

However, the same factors
which make regular expressions appear so daunting (their
atomic nature, their combinatorial ease, their consistency, their
brevity), the things which make them so powerful, are also the
very same things which make their learning so manageable.
Already, with only what
you’ve read so far, I can write /he(ck|ll)/ and you know
that I mean heck and hell at the same time, and can appreciate
the pun in the construction that makes heckle. Already I can
write /tim?e/ and you can apprehend in one glance the notion of being tied both by and to time. Already you can combine
these two atoms of notation and take in the molecular multiple
meanings of
/lip( s|s )t(i|a|u)cky?/

in a single glance (though perhaps only after you’ve worked it
out once slowly). Already you’re thinking of the problems in
your own poetry, already you’re wondering if they can all be
solved by the right notation, already you doubt it, but already
you’re willing to give it a try because already you’re dissatisfied
with that poem you keep trying to /w?ri(gh)?t?/.
To learn more about regular
expressions, I highly recommend Mastering Regular Expressions
by Jeffrey Friedl (O’Reilly Media). Never in my life have I had
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the pleasure of reading a book that does a more thorough job
of explaining a complex concept. If you want the kind of deep
understanding that effective improvisation is based in, there is
no better resource available. This is a textbook I re-read for
pleasure because it’s so well done.
There are also a tremendous
number of online resources for learning regular expressions.
Most programming languages support some type of regular
expressions though individual implementations may affect
syntax. There are nuances and flavors in wide use that keep
there from being One True Church of Regular Expressions,
but, the overwhelming majority of basic concepts and their
notations is consistent enough across these implementations
for the purposes of appropriation by poetry. I spend most of my
time with Perl regular expressions. An excellent online resource
can be found at: <http://perldoc.perl.org/perlre.html>.
If you’re on a *nix system, you
can simply type ‘perdoc perlre’ at a command prompt.
When reading about regular
expressions substitute the word “means” wherever the word
“matches” occurs and the text will become about poetics.

 If you would like to see more examples of writings that incorporate regular
expressions, or, if you are looking for a place to submit your own writings that
incorporate regular expressions, please visit <www.logolalia.com/regex> on the
web.
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finein, mark stephen (ima ges)

from

The Precipice

of

Jupiter

it is helpful to think of a globe with a light source
placed at some definite point a surface that can be
unfolded or unrolled into the surface it touches
but does not slice through

to show where we are
the way home is unlit

the idea of perfect shape as a direction to strike
a balance between distortions or to simply make
things “look right” based on the foundation and
smallness of the earth flat maps could not exist to
show where we are

recall
where we were

the honesty of gravity
the way it has to move one way or another
as innate
things are known to do

to fill in the gaps with mortar or salt the wounds of each
fractured surface tangential
to rain on bone the gradual wearing away
we have these spaces of rock or soil or nouns by physical
breakdown meaning as
caused for example by water wind or ice

this gradual destruction and weakening of something such as
relationship or power

attrition by excessive intake

in

the earliest known map is a wall
and when you say bottom line
i think horizontal distortion like
rubbing a needle on silk to find
true north the arrow always
points in the same direction

other words we faced
an extreme case of blowback

drives a shock wave into the surrounding
something gathers perspective looking down on the redshift
range of
on what appears to be
guided by the space between lines and surfaces
glimpses a plateau dimming in its own light curve

something like repressed laughter hanging in the air 		
hovers briefly

red nebula

supernova

pulsar wind 			
stellar explosion

the tree tops in purple light		
prominent in the winter sky
the nature of things from a distance

the north end is marked in some way often by
being painted red and to remain vertical
regardless of the motion energy is constantly
flowing through you and you are not the same
person you were ten years ago once floating
magnetic needles were employed to determine
tunneling

the day is charted
as we map our wings
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encapsulates itself
in a breath of freezing

layer upon layer of excess
enough to fill in the blanks
with blanks as never having happened

as the nature of time and space

as a fictional universe with
other planets in mind
as the moon catches itself in a phase
		
becoming another phase		

in remembering to look down
in forgetting		
		

to be here and here and 		
here

now preceding some other place

the light of many years accrued
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distance is not a means to express what is missing
to fill in a space where something has disappeared
or left a gap there is an immeasurable distance
between the ground and geography there is only
the study and practice of making representations
on a flat surface a black body drifting apart
and how shape is placed with respect to the globe
the origin of continents and oceans

		

searching

		

for a familiar
dry compass
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the way you are cocooned in something
that can never be private or from a distance		
stone attracts needle according to some
previously agreed upon frame of reference		
forward indicated by an upward arrow only
visible during fair weather at night
the definition of east and west a matter
of convention pivoting needles in glass
boxes

in the lapse of time
the pressure on others

the earth ripped open
here leaving only bright tin
playing with heady noise and smooth surfaces 		
busted sunsets the other side of
the wall seeking absence
found darkness the comparative depth of closeness of color
occurring each day the entire period
between sunset between someone between
recovering the sound of sound in time in hours
in blood pressed against the structure the body a map of cool
recidivism digits and integers
ending in dust
			

the measure of coming and going
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the map cannot lead to our destination
this necessarily entails some degree
of distortion to illustrate the complicated
state of motion unfolded a spinning body
is free to wander about

a
ruptured by faults

rigid body

finds use for matches
dark red brimstone fluctuates

pulsing viscosity in molten
state

fire abundant and tasteless as soft bright yellow burns with
blue flame melts into a blood red liquid moving further and
further away these rings have been prepared by contrast
circling bloodstone
surveying the sun’s rays over long distances
salt domes

the burning of coal 		
wanting to
be fragrant purple flowers

to fill in the gaps my enemy of copper destroyed the walls
of a city leaving this ring of fire
the overlaying layer of earth
gardens of inlaid brick transparent sheets containing
for example this chart or that map overhead a piece of paper
used to equalize the pressure of form of something
on something else
red lead lungs eyes and other tissues form the precipice of
jupiter’s volcanic moon

cinnabar 		

vulcanization

the strength
of feathers and hair

waits in the land
of these hard elements

of colored drawings

approaches shape as a viewing of the experience the moment
something happens to someone when both fields approach
takes the construct from these approaches and breaks them
fundamentally
where operatic curlicues and nevertheless subside
red sun red brick new moons
planets and buildings i doubt the world holds for anyone such
stellar remnants massive enough
to be rounded by their own gravity
			

orbited by one or the other

no formal definition of objects when
time changed from something that moved across the sky
to a body between mars and jupiter
during the collapse
a dark disk ran contrary to common
misconception
causative
when compared to traffic signs
ignites to form a star in increasing distance from
the sun cores of rock and metal torn
apart
by tidal forces and red dust storms
signs of life
hush and lie close to the ecliptic
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the way the pieces fell an iron needle
			
to fit
floating in a bowl of water the constellation
them back together
turned tail in the sky a magnetized spoon
		
again
pointing south a full circle every year
			
the pieces
		
of a thousand jigsaws

such solar wind
slow brightening and fading blowing bow shocks
upstream fragmented as diffuse glow
as curtains that
extend in the east west direction
at times forming quiet arcs
and such currents occurring
occurring depending
mostly on being greater than
that if two are immersed in and one moves relative to
the other which one exists
the southward slants
				

circuit of the circuit

the merry go round
the plastic town below
near the distance away from

i saw you

dearest i am writing this to you from above

to explain the motion in terms of perfect spheres
as a measure of how much this shape deviates
from a circle an entity orbits around a larger
entity duration as a sample of solar wind

reason throws light open
so that they end up
colliding into each other
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P r o c e s s S tat e m e n t :
The Precipice of Jupiter
the poetic work that i am doing is an ongoing examination
about how we relate to one another, how we see ourselves
as individuals and collective beings, and how we view the
world outside of the comfortable box that we put it in.
i work with the larger themes and concepts and break
them down, distill them . . . slowly turn the screw . . .
				
the precipice of jupiter is
essentially a long poem about mapping an internal and external
voyage . . . falling apart and pulling back together, leaving one
physical and emotional place for another, literally going into
outer space when there are no answers to be found digging
beneath or existing on the surface. the hope is to evoke a feeling
of breaking away from a “reality” and floating away to find one’s
own freedom. but there are no answers, just movements . . .
the image/text pieces serve as
the maps to this place between worlds, or what grounds the
other text. all of the accompanying artwork is original and was
created by san francisco artist mark finein (the precipice of jupiter
is our second collaboration together). the text was written
first, and then the images were produced specifically for each
respective text, more or less as reactions to the work. the images
are a manifestation of the text, and in a way, they are abstractly
enacting the text, or are the action to the text; they provide
the visual “motion” in this series, as each piece has a specific
visual “direction” to the text as well as the image. not only are
the right and left side of the main text in conversation with one
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another, but they are also in a multi-layered conversation with
the accompanying image . . . all moving in and out and around
one another . . .
the text that is altered
(unreadable, cut, inked over, etc.) is about perception and seeing
and juxtaposes the search for direction and freedom in the main
text at the foot of each page. i consider the altered text part of
the image as a whole rather than something that is meant to be
read separately from the image (as opposed to the text at the
bottom of the page). in creating the artwork, the distortions
and alterations were organic to what was going on in each piece
(mark read each piece first and chose a piece of “scrap paper” at
random to do the image on—this “scrap paper” already had the
perception text on it—he then chose how to distort the image
by hand). most of the images are cut up in some way, which
plays into the continental drift or breaking apart going on in
the main text. how to emphasize the importance of letting go,
slash and burn in a sense—the solid ideas of perception and
being boxed in needed to be destroyed, hence the use of altered
text and text that is barely perceptible.
all of my work is processoriented in some way or another. to that end, i think process is
fascinating . . . thinking about doors and ways into it. how you
are put into the process. but no real context. there’s a story in
there, a conclusion, and how you arrive and can get lost in it.
because i think process, in a way, is private, it calls into question
the “process” of collaboration.
i gave little direction for the
conception of the jupiter images other than that they must be
directional in some way. the work that i am doing with mark
(who is also my husband) is exciting because our work is not
about our relationship. or if it is, it is about trusting someone
with your work and telling them to do what they want to do
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with it . . . and walking away from it and really letting them do
what they want to with it. we worked separately, instinctively,
intuitively to arrive at the final project, which, i suppose, speaks
to the fragmented nature of the finished pieces themselves. our
“process” became more about eliminating process and working
with the immediacy of the words and images; it was more about
learning how to re-think our perspectives within and outside of
our artistic mediums. how one can wear their process on their
sleeve . . . but not let you in to see the entire process . . . to
keep one’s own identity in the process of collaboration . . . no
answers, just movements . . .
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from / notes / on
More & More Plastic

That it can’t w/properly feeling be expressed privately, w/us or
in between us
How can I grow a location that isn’t a picture
That, in growing, it posits a spine as part of a reading, here
How naturally as they arrived and were received, amiable or
not, were multiple likings
That makes reading inhabit it (partly lovingly)
How is a disposition held, as geographic knowledge
That is a shining part, these are documents, ‘light is in it’
How is habitual learning, a doll shiny and double
That song you can love with your heart (don’t say it wasn’t
musical)
How hardly images instances is adding gilding but not as
elaborate record
That was ‘donut vending in Cork’
How importantly did they get it there

Tiny ceramica head in - the 1st pic all the heads - in this little book Locally only
remember this last: ‘peep-show’ (figure of ‘handbag’)
All heads figure - begin list perish able en - graven (kindlier) grave for

Even as though it list we
describing. Sullen machinic
reader. Height was it sits it
begins to describe: lines, circles.
And does it list. ‘Mouths &
Wood.’ Come out of it crying
difficulter & more resolved.
Position, annotation, descr

iption: it marks it a little,
but lightly, & w/in small
compass, hemmed about.
Partly by high wooden,
partly in some other street.
The head that straightens,
columnar, but something’s
common, in the cold air
reminds him. Certain they
should

should have been let out.
Regardless,
could
they?
What, then, needs to be
done? To get it started?
‘Less like clocks & more
like feedback mechanisms
- they cancel themselves
out, like wallpaper.’ As if
conversion amounted to a

Drafts / Plastic (Reading)
Early working title: “Frame & Intersum”
...
Positioning comment:
“Not a text and gloss but
structured as gloss next to gloss”

---Rachel Blau Duplessis, “Draft 66: Scroll”

Nevelson’s litho, “Double Imagery,”
suggested a spatial organization for
the first pages.

initial page layout

Procedure: prose blocks began by transcribing marginalia &
quoting underlined passages from books read in roughly the 2
years prior. Prose blocks commenting on lined sections, lines
calling out prose blocks, etc.
To read reading, to read my reading, try to materialize some
readings/a reading.

On which a portrait - inserted
into a machine This set of
screens grids underpinnings - an answer to the bent head, the firm line precisely inhabitant .
(Lightly reeling)

process of trading secrets
in order to be next to itself.
What if it was made to me by
you? Itself points backward,
like captions, keeping going
beyond the frame. The ‘labor of
the road’? A hovering system,
we begin to see it insistent

Plastic — > Trash (/Plastic)
A move elicited by (among other things) a consideration of
the work of Lisa Robertson & Rachel Blau Duplessis. As visual
plasticity grew secondary to the “throwaway” plasticity of drafts
(trash-plastic), the prose stopped sharing page space w/lined
sections.
A (wrecked) momentum of sentencing (prose blocks) through,
or amidst, a debris of lines.
Piles not paragraphs / stanzas.
Process: At some point separated lined portions out entirely &
worked the 2 momentums concurrently, as an interrupted prose
pile & serial, lined pile.

ly comfort its heart. This
is perhaps, it is a whole,
instead of - ‘he believes it’
- it is a partial object. All
those forms that border,
no longer at the geometric
center.
‘Several
reasons
why I’m not trying to sell
this year, so I traveled a
n

long way.’ Only after had
turned a disturbance into
words: sign, doll, symptom
. The simple, the double. It
used to be what they call a
‘blood floor’. (Also ask
abt when.) Or it’s only by
the nadir that we come:
keys or narratives. And all
t
h
e

Wants to Talk
“Perhaps it describes by desiring the wall, which is the normal
method of description.”
---Office for Soft Architecture,
“Doubt and the History of Scaffolding”

A continual leaning into/falling over onto the discursive. A trash
heap of attempts to account for that urge, even to dismantle it
for re-use.
Procedure: “That: how” statements as further discarded tries.
Interest here was in a formal structure (“that: how” anathema)
w/potential to erect, raise, assert, evade, negate, & interrogate
the descriptive urge. A constraint, then, responsive to the urge
to articulate an account of the project as a whole, suspicious
of that urge. “Statements” some of the last pages written in
M&MP.
Also, that it can accurately be called a domestic poem (elsewhere
contains a wedding vow).
Title names a local, domestic urge.

burthen
secretly

article of plate
(at all points)

statelier
potential thicket

these lines are easily comp
licated, like how she could
return to him sitting in
much the same place as
before, or rather, how the
double image inverts itself
. Seeing it multiplies the
print w/o altering the basic
composition. But it’s still
n
o
t

making things harder to
live w/. Red or black lines,
pieces, approaching trans
parency, but really living
is hard. It is the unpro
tected surface of these,
who are made just alike,
attached to the same steel
spring: it’s surface, ascant.
s
d

How to resolve a political longing in everyday practice
That dailiness, that’s poetics
How “photography has increasingly become the operative
model for abstraction” (Krauss)
That produces pollutants meaning each single plastic
How not to “do thinking”
That mechanism of the thought obstruct follow thought death
then I sing - ‘I see you’ve been’ - or it’s how they speak
How out of several partitions to make plain residence

the very grain of
touches & their social aim is
that each one’s accessible voice
as apt to misconstrue model
as monumental work:
Trash, plastic, you’re the one.
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gnoetr y0.2

Live Events
On Saturday 21 October 2006 end-users Olivia Cronk, Eric Elshtain,
William Martin and Matthias Regan performed a public experiment
with Gnoetry0.2 as part of the Red Rover reading series in Chicago,
Illinois. Here is a partial sample of the results of that public experiment.
Gnoems were composed, printed and recited. The factory-like nature of
composition is marked by the time-stamps, which act as titles for each
gnoem.
The results from Thursday 19 October 2006 are from a test run to see if
the software and equipment were working.
The texts listed in small type are the texts that were chosen by the enduser to comprise that gnoem’s language corpus. See “How It Works” [p.
39, this volume].

Thu Oct 19 20:40:55 2006
Then I went home to
buck to trouble him in
that part is a certain
valley which they were. The pigeon
holes were deep, and make one step to
run round to his, and it is,
said I. They err who would have
done it. And you do what I have
ever believed it? She was buried,
screaming out that it
was at one another.
This fellow, and under the
full facts have never
met so utterly spoiled and so
save his blazing red head,
watching the huge camp at the foot
of them would cripple him
to his destiny. I have
given up his remains in the least
interested, white hands, I
will follow in the face
of the team up to the

Arthur Conan Doyle,
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Herman Melville,
“Bartleby, The Scrivener”
Jack London,
Call of the Wild

demands of the whole,
as they were mere wafers, indeed I
hardly looked at each of
us, and it was quite
out in a gentlemanly sort of way;
and your geese, he remarked Holmes.
Thu Oct 19 21:12:53 2006
Hope you find it. Cocker thy child, or
I’ll fix you. No power of
the tribe of my mind to the law was
contained in a. . . a
palace, which have led us away: that the
place of judgment to
mock them. I also fear
lest he take away their goods, and
then shall they be whole. And with two more
dogs. The next bound tearing wide the
throat. My son Tobias, a note from the
west. In short, the hair
of this dilemma to my future
leisure. But as for
wisdom opened the door, since I
was born in vain; and thrusting his
lean visage at me while I was a strong
archer? Buck described a

Jack London,
Call of the Wild
Herman Melville,
“Bartleby, The Scrivener”
Unknown,
The Apocrypha

complete circle in the hands
of the pack and sprang
upon Spitz, and all men by
nature and misfortune prone
to a foolish daughter is born upon
the crippled animal, but thick
water; for the day of the
sea, where life bubbled near
to the day’s travel. Buck
had been to dismiss him when he
came between him and buck
bid fair to follow your own business,
but could find nothing. Hal had no
hesitation in earnest.
Thu Oct 19 21:15:26 2006
See, said I to fear the coming of
the sea waves. The unusual, and
I shall light a large man with
a conviction resting on the one

Jules Verne,
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea

I had heard it I that
formed the opinion of him that
I was obliged to come: so they
condemned her to approach

Unknown,
The Apocrypha

him, and a half of his way to the
spot that it was enough. The

Arthur Conan Doyle,
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes

woman, and it happened. My heart beat, I
am a widow, nor expose
the nautilus did not
scorn her advice. He hath care
for her keel was solidly joined. The
virgins and infants. Well is he like, and
I can but approve of such nonsense.
And how could it, I will not get
his words shall be well.
And they shall not depart away, he was
very great journey, but come! I felt
that I have given
order both to the
height of the nautilus went
lower still, of an old friend and had
plunged into a land that I had ever
sure confidence that the holy gates,
and all nations, and
I write from here to avoid punishment.
He does something very bad
effect upon him. A few
yards above the waves. Now we
must stretch a point. The husband was
a happy year would be an
end. The frigate was abreast
of Cape Blanc, thirty two stories.

Sat Oct 21 17:02:29 2006
I have a lock of
your hair to keep up. I thought
she had won the hill.

Hildegard G. Frey,
The Campfire Girls at Camp Keewaydin

Sat Oct 21 17:11:27 2006
Before the bugle sounded, I believe,
the president resumed, were not enough,
the bird in trouble, answered his remark.
The house. Her mind. The effort, to prepare
the way before, the brewer, premature.

Hildegard G. Frey,
The Campfire Girls at Camp
Keewaydin
Anna Catherine Emmerich,
The Dolorous Passion of Our Lord Jesus
Christ
Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
Eighty Years And More;
Reminiscences 1815-1897
Eliza Poor Donner Houghton,
The Expedition of the Donner Party and
its Tragic Fate
Alexandre Dumas,
The Count of Monte Cristo
Jane Austen,
Emma

Sat Oct 21 18:51:02 2006
But Jesus answered
majestically, my dear
guide, overseer,
or a serpent all the lord

Anna Catherine Emmerich,
The Dolorous Passion of Our Lord
Jesus Christ
Jane Austen,
Emma

shall drink no more idea

Unknown,
The King James Bible

that he should so soon,
but by that of the holy
place shalt thou find him!

Dante Alighieri,
Inferno
Herman Melville,
Moby Dick

Sat Oct 21 18:55:50 2006
Do you see the world; that is not
seldom the case of an old blind
horse given us by a sight we
shall be real or not, thinking. Men,
of course he swung to this; and this
is as the lawyer would give a

Herman Melville,
“Bartleby, The Scrivener”

coloring to your refusal
to depart. This withered root of
knots of human relations, all
our moral standard than the
moon! It was fortunate in not
getting hold of life in London.

T.S. Eliot,
Poems

A. Maude Royden,
Sex And Common-Sense
Booker T. Washington,
Up From Slavery

Herman Melville,
Moby Dick
Margery Williams,
The Velveteen Rabbit

Sat Oct 21 18:58:32 2006
A bird; in other males. The canon, if
a little better fitted for the whole
subject, the same formation. Causes of
descent, a better chance, within a few
descendants, though appearing late in life,

Charles Darwin,
On the Origin of Species

entombed in our cultivated plants,
the whole the power of selection is,
in this condition, or a pouter be
produced, especially as in this respect
enclosure of the same specific forms.
Sat Oct 21 19:01:49 2006
Of course, a bent of
character. While of other
people of the cross,
widened so far as we are
stillborn, and the funny thing
about yourself, in
the best work being done, a
champagne cork to same.

John Stuart Mill,
Utilitarianism
Feodor Dostoevsky,
Notes from the Underground
Herman Melville,
“Bartleby, The Scrivener”
Kenneth McGaffey,
The Sorrows of a Show Girl
The Internet,
Nigerian Spam and Bogus Lotto
Eliza Poor Donner Houghton,
The Expedition of the Donner Party and
its Tragic Fate
Booker T. Washington,
Up From Slavery
Arthur Conan Doyle,
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes

Sat Oct 21 19:05:52 2006
The brother is dead.

Herman Melville,
“Bartleby, The Scrivener”

Or does business in the grave
without distinction
of the four copies in the
afternoon he had passed out
through the law bearing
in mind all the required
documents signed, I.

Arthur Conan Doyle,
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
The Internet,
Nigerian Spam and Bogus Lotto
Kenneth McGaffey,
The Sorrows of a Show Girl
Horatio Alger Jr.,
Joe The Hotel Boy
Booker T. Washington,
Up From Slavery
Eliza Poor Donner Houghton,
The Expedition of the Donner Party and
its Tragic Fate
Herman Melville,
Moby Dick
A. Maude Royden,
Sex And Common-Sense
Howard Pyle,
The Merry Adventures of Robin
Hood
John Stuart Mill,
Utilitarianism
Arthur Conan Doyle,
Sign of the Four

Sat Oct 21 19:08:23 2006
I am Mr., in
spite of his. These two aspects
of an ambition

Herman Melville,
“Bartleby, The Scrivener”
Arthur Conan Doyle,

to become the physicians
of the entire sum, I
threw a flood of light
upon this claim the fund is
as hard as unclaimed.

The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
The Internet,
Nigerian Spam and Bogus Lotto
Kenneth McGaffey,
The Sorrows of a Show Girl
Horatio Alger Jr.,
Joe The Hotel Boy
Booker T. Washington,
Up From Slavery
Eliza Poor Donner Houghton,
The Expedition of the Donner Party and
its Tragic Fate
Herman Melville,
Moby Dick
A. Maude Royden,
Sex And Common-Sense
Howard Pyle,
The Merry Adventures of Robin
Hood
John Stuart Mill,
Utilitarianism
Arthur Conan Doyle,
Sign of the Four

Sat Oct 21 19:11:22 2006
The human language. I remarked, among
the glaciers on the stage. The species of

Jules Verne,
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea

the highest pitch. The boat. The panels, shut
the other side, appeared in all the world!

Sat Oct 21 19:13:55 2006
Call me by letter.
Please take it,
the beam that
crossed the day but
my word is my
purse upon the man
you have told or you
want to starve. I
can see that
you had a time
I work pretty
hard for one,
the economic and
political strife. Then
something that
I have seen. At
length, not knowing it, so
please take it
away. I think,
of his hand, including
your interest
urgently including
your mobile phone for more
in the past through a man.

Herman Melville,
“Bartleby, The Scrivener”
Charles Dickens,
Great Expectations
The Internet,
Nigerian Spam and Bogus Lotto

Sat Oct 21 19:20:09 2006
The dogs sprang against the light
of a blaze of her, with an
axe crashed down upon him fast,
and was more and more dances,
Ralph broke off, she found herself
face to be of great beasts of
prey. It was a heavy club
in his high hat down on the

Jack London,
Call of the Wild
Charles Dickens,
A Christmas Carol
Jane Austen,
Emma
Edith Wharton,
The Custom of the Country

surface, agricultural
and political, beating
time with them, and in making
more than any body to
the haughty study of her
heart or her hair, an artful
dog, strong of muscle and with
a rift of kindergarten.
Sat Oct 21 19:20:50 2006
Her eyes were nothing but the author says
the marmalade, a restaurant. The whole
in that direction. She relaxed. The whole
remaining shaft. The only girl in his
entire body was in heaven, and
the worst. The moment for the interests of

Edgar Allen Poe,
“The Fall of the House of Usher”
A. Maude Royden,
Sex And Common-Sense
Kenneth McGaffey,
The Sorrows of a Show Girl
The Internet,
Indian Erotica

the house awake. The windows. This machine.
The most unworthy and degraded. Of,
Rahul, Rahul, Rahul, Rahul, Rahul,
Rahul, Rahul, Rahul, Rahul? The whole

T.S. Eliot,
Poems
Feodor Dostoevsky,
Notes from the Underground

in that. In fact, the street. Her husband and
her shoulders. And her teeth, perhaps a year
ago. The motion drew the fabric of
her act. The question of the very dark.
Sat Oct 21 19:22:05 2006
They chatted about
the tunnels known to us to
go away silent.

Arthur Conan Doyle,
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
The Internet,
Indian Erotica
H. G. Wells,
The First Men In The Moon

Sat Oct 21 19:23:09 2006
I lunched on beef and
beer in a depression whose
rim hid all heaven.

Arthur Conan Doyle,
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
The Internet,
Indian Erotica
H. G. Wells,
The First Men In The Moon

Sat Oct 21 19:23:19 2006
The exhibition
over, a pleasant home of
their missing husbands.
The meeting was organized.
There is blood in Illinois.

Herman Melville,
“Bartleby, The Scrivener”
Eliza Poor Donner Houghton,
The Expedition of the Donner Party
and its Tragic Fate

Sat Oct 21 19:23:42 2006
The solar rays seemed to look
at her death. Speak to me and drawn me
so, but on the door: but weave, weave
the wind. Then through the thin fabric
of his little pouch of you
the order of the things, she, she
ran her fingers while she remains, and
since the reservoirs! Besides, thought at
first only when she left the whole
world at a bad time. Hence it seems my
sister, arise, ye who so stalwart
seems, look how could its construction have
been, and pressed it down, much different
from bearing with a thousand
lions for thy being would have left
them not. I will wait for Ramesh.

Unknown,
The Life and Doctrine of
Saint Catherine of Genoa
Jules Verne,
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
Dante Alighieri,
Inferno
The Internet,
Indian Erotica
Unknown,
The Apocrypha
T.S. Eliot,
Poems

Sat Oct 21 19:26:51 2006
Thus, as a hornet.
What can be rendered, paying
no explanation
can be, if not destroyed, the
wonderful fact of two, and
Katherine and Miss
Peckham? In a state in the
palace of nations.

Hildegard G. Frey,
The Campfire Girls at Camp
Keewaydin
Charles Darwin,
On the Origin of Species
John Milton,
Paradise Regained

Sat Oct 21 19:33:01 2006
Now my feet in the
ear. So this time a crowd surged
about us, my mind.
They have gone, the life they are,
I believe. When I am no
longer needed as
to the front page of this new
racist move forward.

Horatio Alger Jr.,
Joe The Hotel Boy
H. G. Wells,
The First Men In The Moon
The Internet,
Nigerian Spam and Bogus Lotto
Sax Rohmer,
The Insidious Dr. Fu Manchu
Charles Dickens,
Oliver Twist

Sat Oct 21 19:34:05 2006
We are absolutely left
with nothing. Until his death

The Internet,
Nigerian Spam and Bogus Lotto

three years ago. And your full

T.S. Eliot,
Poems

names, we cannot acquire
the money in cash. To the
magnitude of dying, which
I can look for a while, to
say this opportunity.
Sat Oct 21 19:35:20 2006
Asked scrooge if he held
a branch of fresh air; merry
bells. It beckoned scrooge
to plead that minister. Ye
were slain, and their good will pray
before thee, replied
they, they paid; but I sat in
the wilderness, lord.

Unknown,
The Apocrypha
Charles Dickens,
A Christmas Carol
Anna Catherine Emmerich,
The Dolorous Passion of Our Lord Jesus
Christ
Edith Wharton,
The Custom of the Country

Sat Oct 21 19:37:01 2006
This music is successful
with a loud voice, great art thou,
o lord of israel to
sin thereby: of limiting
their liberty. Time to come
aboard I really wanted.

Joseph Conrad,
Heart of Darkness
T.S. Eliot,
Poems
Margaret Sanger,
Women and the New Race
Unknown,
The Apocrypha

I think he is merely flesh
and adaptability.

Herman Melville,
“Bartleby, The Scrivener”

Sat Oct 21 19:37:51 2006
In the federal
reserve bank of Africa
in Nigeria.

The Internet,
Nigerian Spam and Bogus Lotto
Sax Rohmer,
The Insidious Dr. Fu Manchu

Sat Oct 21 19:40:23 2006
I curse myself for
an ape, as he came for joe.
Let me jump out! Next
to do most anything. The
big cities are crowded with

Hildegard G. Frey,
The Campfire Girls at Camp Keewaydin
Sax Rohmer,
The Insidious Dr. Fu Manchu
Horatio Alger Jr.,
“Joe The Hotel Boy”

people trying to
steal lumber or bricks, or a
dark green bloomer suit.
Sat Oct 21 19:41:08 2006
Weeks passed, and your eyes
drop out and the playthings all
hated it, thinking.

Margery Williams,
The Velveteen Rabbit

Sat Oct 21 19:43:25 2006
The main event. A woman with a full
appreciation of the sea, a home
in which Sabrina has a right, the room
the other evening. They secrete a mile

Kenneth McGaffey,
The Sorrows of a Show Girl

a minute, though the peoples for the room
the women who were born. Hers is the man
in this, the water with a certain small
degree, a home, the fool, the judgment of

T.S. Eliot,
Poems

Margaret Sanger,
Women and the New Race

John Stuart Mill,
Utilitarianism

the lamps. The feelings, and the quicker, too.
The wrong in this, the workers, by the man.
The same. The leading lady and the man
in this condition of the year the man.
Sat Oct 21 19:43:41 2006
Oh, I was the name
of revenge; and she took it
down and put it in
her meditations, or you’ll
not drive me off, I could do
it. However, is
he come from, the girl, will you
ask her ideas.

Emily Bronte,
Wuthering Heights

Sat Oct 21 19:47:42 2006
Edgar Allen Poe,
The room. In this apartment, and upon
“The Fall of the House of
the clock. In this apartment, also, that
Usher”
the lady Madeline within the suite.
The storm. The room. The vault! The storm, the sound,

in fact, a dragon of a spell, the sound,
the breaking of the clock. The storm, the sound,
the hero of the velvet. To the walls,
upon the mere exaggeration of

Edgar Allan Poe,
“The Masque of the Red
Death”

the patrimony with the scarlet stains
upon the other, that the lady, at
the house. The room. The panes were purple. And
the walls, upon occasion of itself.
Sat Oct 21 19:48:01 2006
The fund in focus is, the bank in, and
conspired deal, the eldest daughter of
the first transfer, the current war against
the rebels. See the next election. I
believe the other corner of the fund.
A cultivated man! The day. Perhaps
the normal and the snow, the best in life.
A minute later, well, in an account
in your account. In my direction. Dear,
the money, and besides, a foreign firm
in our good opinion. If, in you

Feodor Dostoevsky,
Notes from the Underground
The Internet,
Nigerian Spam and Bogus Lotto

in common, there exists a diplomat.
Sat Oct 21 19:49:06 2006
I passed on, turkey’s was off
at once due to her hips so
that I do not feel them off
and the farther I withdraw
from thy disposal, even
to my own, rubbing the front.
We can live on them? She held
me to introduce this state.

Mark Twain,
Tom Sawyer
The Internet,
Nigerian Spam and Bogus Lotto
The Internet,
Indian Erotica
Unknown,
The Life and Doctrine of Saint Catherine
of Genoa
Herman Melville,
“Bartleby, The Scrivener”

Sat Oct 21 19:51:22 2006
It’s against the flags,
idiotically, he said,
only that you are

Emily Bronte,
Wuthering Heights
A. Maude Royden,
Sex And Common-Sense

worse than usual; owing
to some subject which had not.
Sat Oct 21 19:51:35 2006
Let me bear the shame of thy law. If there be a
chance for us, with an east shore
anyhow, we shall be as
stubble before the lord came back!

H. G. Wells,
The First Men In The Moon
Unknown,
The King James Bible

Charles Dickens,
Oliver Twist
T.S. Eliot,
Poems

Sat Oct 21 19:54:06 2006
The epileptic on the door. Along
the level of the lamps. The Dresden clock

T.S. Eliot,
Poems

continued ticking on the door. Along
the quay. The masters of the door. The word.
Sat Oct 21 19:55:18 2006
Look at the waiter
and talk real friendly like. Oh,
that’s all I did was

Kenneth McGaffey,
The Sorrows of a Show Girl

to the managers asked me
what I should say not. Try and
make faces at all
these theatrical agents.
The author got it.
Sat Oct 21 19:56:01 2006
He says he don’t, well
I hope I may be all right
at that hearse go by

Kenneth McGaffey,
The Sorrows of a Show Girl

without offering it a
point to believe that I was
under water. In
fact, I feel like a flock of
tugboats and a boob?
Sat Oct 21 19:56:41 2006
I am writing you.
We hope with part of our
share of it as well.

The Internet,
Nigerian Spam and Bogus Lotto

Sat Oct 21 19:58:05 2006
But my fingers. I
had been kept secret, and there
was a nuisance. I

John Buchan,
Prester John

was, I will make short work of
settlement. A strange, twisted
reasoning. But to
him, he knew that I had to
make me anxious, then.
Sat Oct 21 19:59:48 2006
The scarlet horror. Why, in payment. But
beside the road a half a hundred pounds,

Edgar Allan Poe,
“The Masque of the Red Death”

the redness and the lad in blue. A man,
the redness and again the scarlet hath
a boon, a half a hundred golden pounds,
a man, in Yorkshire, and the others came

Howard Pyle,
The Merry Adventures of Robin
Hood

before the tinker, after all. Beside
the bishop was in this apartment, and
a half a hundred pounds in silver, man?
Sat Oct 21 20:02:21 2006
The wise guys are the
best. It was some relation
to a purple pulp.

Kenneth McGaffey,
The Sorrows of a Show Girl

Sat Oct 21 20:10:02 2006
The dusk of the, the
tribunals of justice, no
more power to her?

Joseph Conrad,
Heart of Darkness
Charles Dickens,
A Tale of Two Cities
Charles Dickens,
A Christmas Carol

Sat Oct 21 20:17:25 2006
You can read it in the phrase old maid,
with submission, what a
farcical idea! And what are a
tremendous factor in

Edgar Allen Poe,
“The Fall of the House of Usher”
Herman Melville,
“Bartleby, The Scrivener”

the man who profits by or even to
turbulence, at his pale window behind
the screen the usual
answer, he said, and of

A. Maude Royden,
Sex And Common-Sense

the new testament, where society
has actually in many ways a most
comfortable warmth, and it was
plain that he is divine, but
under a legal contract
when all that one sex was simply
to stating the problem, and of this sort which
I saw no more art left
in the contemplation of the house of usher.
Now and then pass away from
himself to get wildly
excited, and claim possession of a
passion. As I have the most
trivial, incident, which had,
at last in despair they go
to trinity church, who put on my clothes with
haste, for there is any thing
amiss going on, as I had
somehow slept off the nervousness
which had not is just as certainly, sir, said
a turnkey, may be that they may have been, which hung
about and enshrouded

figure of speech altogether, and
yet that it is an air.
Sat Oct 21 20:21:34 2006
Crossing the channel.
The yet unknown parts of what
had happened. And no
suspicious nature had been
miraculously cast on
the red creek, at the
stones scattered on the evening
before everything.

Agatha Christie,
The Mysterious Affair at Styles
Jules Verne,
The Mysterious Island
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on Moby-Dick, A Whaler’s Dictionary, will be published by
Milkweed Editions in the fall of 2008. Tupelo Press will bring
out his next collection of poetry in 2009, a book-length work
titled This Nest, Swift Passerine. He teaches at Colorado State
University in the MFA Writing Program.
Jessica Bozek is the author of cor•re•spond•ence (dusi/e-chap
kollektiv), a collaboration with Eli Queen, and The Bodyfeel
Lexicon (forthcoming from Switchback Books). She lives in
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Eli Drabman received his MFA in Creative Writing from
Mills College and is currently working toward a Ph.D. in
Poetics at SUNY Buffalo. His first two chapbooks, the ground
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magazines Broke and P-Queue. He currently resides in the San
Francisco Bay Area.
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Dos Press with C.J. Martin. She’s also a contributing editor for
Little Red Leaves <www.littleredleaves.com>. A chapbook, Mock
Martyrs / Abound, is available from dancing girl press. Other
work may be found in the following: Cranky, WOMB, the tiny,
goodfoot, The Colorado Review, zafusy, and FOURSQUARE.
Eric Elshtain is the editor of Beard of Bees Press.
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Mark Stephen Finein earned his BFA from Buffalo State
in 1986, specializing in surrealistic wood block printmaking,
lithography, and 3D constructions. After a short, unsatisfying
but fairly lucrative stint as a freelance graphic artist, he began
performing, writing, and recording music (it was rumored but
unsubstantiated that one of his songs was used in a short industrial
video about the dangers of drug use on the job). He has played
his music in the streets of Prague, and in rock, blues, and folk
clubs in Buffalo, San Francisco, Germany, England, and Wales.
Now that he’s shaken off the demon of representationalism,
he’s proud to be showing his visual artwork publicly for the first
time in two decades.
Gnoetry0.2 is a pataphysical device coded and hacked by Jon
Trowbridge.
Ariel Goldberg is fascinated by the interchange between
performance and writing and the visual documentations of that
interchange. Modes of communication are often the subject of
her project based practice. She grew up alongside the bridges
and tunnels of New Jersey. Currently, Ariel lives in Oakland and
works as an English teacher.
Erica Lewis is a fine arts publicist in San Francisco. She
received her MFA from Mills College and is the recipient of
the 2008 Mary Merritt Henry Prize for Poetry. Her work has
appeared or is forthcoming in Ur Vox, Cricket Online Review, alice
blue, Work, The Walrus, and Outside Voices 2008 Anthology of Younger
Poets. Her chapbook entitled camera obscura, featuring artwork
by Mark Stephen Finein, is forthcoming from etherdome
press.
C.J. Martin is the author of CITY (Vigilance Society, 2007)
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and Lo, Bittern (Atticus/Finch, 2008). Recent work can be found
in Broke, Damn the Caesars, and The Colorado Review. With Julia
Drescher, he edits the Dos Press chapbook series & the online
journal Little Red Leaves <www.littleredleaves.com>.
Srikanth Reddy’s first book of poetry is Facts for Visitors.
His work has appeared in various publications, including The
Canary, The Denver Quarterly, jubilat, and A Public Space. Reddy
is currently an assistant professor of English at the University
of Chicago.
Linda Russo (Ph.D., University at Buffalo) is the author of
MIRTH (Chax Press, 2007) and o going out (Potes & Poets,
1999), among other books of poetry. She has published essays
on Joanne Kyger, Bernadette Mayer, and Hannah Weiner,
including the preface to Kyger’s About Now: Collected Poems
(National Poetry Foundation, 2007). Beginning this fall, she will
be teaching in the English Department at Washington State
University, Pullman.
Christopher Schmidt is completing a dissertation at The
Graduate Center, CUNY, entitled “Waste Matters: Expenditure
and Waste Management in 20th- and 21st-Century Poetics.” His
poems and essays have recently appeared in Tin House, Court
Green, SubStance, Canadian Poetry, lapetitezine.org and YouTube.
His first book of poems, The Next in Line, winner of the 2007
Slope Editions Book Prize, is now available. He keeps a blog at
<http://www.thenextinline.com>.
Dan Waber is a visual poet, concrete poet, sound poet,
performance poet, publisher, editor, playwright and multimedia
artist whose work has appeared in all sorts of delicious places,
from digital to print, from stage to classroom, from mailboxes to
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The 2009 issue of P-Queue will treat the theme of SPACE,
variously, widely, and loosely conceived. Whether as first fact,
or as register of the page, or that which is between people, or
taking shape in structure or structures, or what have you, we
seek work that explores and problematizes this theme while, as
always with P-Queue, doing the same with convention and genre.
Hard-copy should be sent to
	P-Queue
c/o Andrew Rippeon
306 Clemens Hall
English Department
SUNY Buffalo
Buffalo, NY 14260
While P-Queue is published annually, and accepts work yearround, priority will be given to work received on or before
December 1, 2008. See <www.p-queue.org> for additional
information.

Ordering, Submissions, and Other Information
To order
Visit <www/p-queue.org> to order via the web; or, send $12/copy
(includes shipping) to:
P-Queue
c/o Andrew Rippeon
306 Clemens Hall
English Department
SUNY Buffalo
Buffalo, NY 14260
Submissions
P-Queue is published annually, and accepts work year-round.
See website for editorial guidelines and deadlines, but as a
general rule, manuscripts must be received by December to
make the following summer release.
Information
Please visit <www.p-queue.org> for lists of past contributors,
updates on our current publication status and journal release
dates, editorial guidelines, and to read about other projects
carried out under the imprint of P-Queue. Additional
information, such as launch dates and locations in various cities,
can be found by visiting <www.pqueue.blogspot.com>.

